Abstract. Current scientific knowledge on the future response of the climate system to human-induced perturbations is comprehensively captured by various model intercomparison efforts. In the preparation of the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), intercomparisons were organized for atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) and carbon cycle models, named "CMIP3" and "C 4 MIP", respectively. Despite their tremendous value for the scientific community and policy makers alike, there are some difficulties in interpreting the results. For example, radiative forcings were not standardized across the various AOGCM integrations and carbon cycle runs, and, in some models, key forcings were omitted. Furthermore, the AOGCM analysis of plausible emissions pathways was restricted to only three SRES scenarios. This study attempts to address these issues. We present an updated version of MAGICC, the simple carbon cycle-climate model used in past IPCC Assessment Reports with enhanced representation of time-varying climate sensitivities, carbon cycle feedbacks, aerosol forcings and ocean heat uptake characteristics. This new version, MAGICC6, is successfully calibrated against the higher complexity AOGCMs and carbon cycle models. Parameterizations of MAGICC6 are provided. The mean of the emulations presented here using MAGICC6 deviates from the mean AOGCM responses by only 2.2% on average for the SRES scenarios. This enhanced emulation skill in comparison to previous calibrations is primarily due to: making a Correspondence to: M. Meinshausen (malte.meinshausen@pik-potsdam.de) "like-with-like comparison" using AOGCM-specific subsets of forcings; employing a new calibration procedure; as well as the fact that the updated simple climate model can now successfully emulate some of the climate-state dependent effective climate sensitivities of AOGCMs. The diagnosed effective climate sensitivity at the time of CO 2 doubling for the AOGCMs is on average 2.88 • C, about 0.33 • C cooler than the mean of the reported slab ocean climate sensitivities. In the companion paper (Part 2) of this study, we examine the combined climate system and carbon cycle emulations for the complete range of IPCC SRES emissions scenarios and the new RCP pathways.
Introduction
This study presents the most comprehensive AOGCM and carbon cycle model emulation exercise to date. We use an updated version of the MAGICC model, which was originally developed by Raper (1987, 1992) and which has been updated continuously since then (see e.g. Wigley and Raper, 2001; Wigley et al., 2009 ). Several amendments to MAGICC have been spurred by new results presented in the IPCC AR4 as well as by the increased availability of comprehensive AOGCM and carbon cycle model datasets. For example, land/ocean temperature evolutions for both hemispheres were calculated for each AOGCM allowing for a more in-depth analysis of optimal heat exchange parameterizations in MAGICC. Emulations with a simple model like MAGICC6 can by no means replace research into more sophisticated carbon cycle and general
Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. circulation models. Rather, what MAGICC6 offers primarily is a method to extend the knowledge created with AOGCMs and carbon cycle model runs in order to provide estimates of their joint responses and to extrapolate their key characteristics to a range of other scenarios.
The paper is structured as follows: First, the value and advantages of simple climate models are discussed in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 provides a brief overview of the main amendments in the climate model MAGICC6 as used here -compared to the version used in IPCC AR4. The emulation of AOGCMs is described in Sect. 4, while the emulation of the C 4 MIP carbon cycle models is described in Sect. 5. Section 6 summarizes limitations of the present approach, while conclusions are given in Sect. 7. A complete description of the MAGICC6 model can be found in the Appendix A.
The value of simple climate models
Since the introduction of three-dimensional coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) (e.g. Manabe and Bryan, 1969; Manabe et al., 1975; Bryan et al., 1975; Schlesinger et al., 1985) , one goal of Earth system science is to facilitate the understanding of the past and the projected future climate by building highly resolved, comprehensive models of the physical atmosphere and ocean systems, including the Earth's cryosphere, and the terrestrial and marine biosphere. Intermediate complexity or simpler models are complementary research tools that can provide focus on individual processes, span the range of parameter uncertainties with computational efficiency and extend results for multiple scenarios. After the introduction of the one-dimensional upwelling-diffusive ocean model by Hoffert et al. (1980) , early applications of simple models were able to give new insights into the transient behavior of the climate system through investigation of individual feedback processes, multi-thousand year simulations, and parameter sensitivity studies (Harvey and Schneider, 1985a,b; Senior and Mitchell, 2000; Hoffert et al., 1980) . Recently, this role has also been filled by intermediate complexity models (Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity or EMICs). Shifting from their role as models in their own right, simple models started to serve four distinct purposes as exemplified in this study:
I. Emulations. Simple models may be used to emulate AOGCMs and reproduce the global or large-scale averaged results of such models (see e.g. Jiang, 1990, 1991) . In most cases, AOGCMs are still computationally too expensive to be able to run large ensembles (as required e.g. for probabilistic studies), simulations for large sets of emissions scenarios, and/or multiple perturbed physics experiments except in special circumstances (Allen, 1999; Stainforth et al., 2005) . In the emulation of AOGCMs with simple models, a necessary condition for model credibility is that the emulation of the variables of interest is suitably accurate over a wide range of emissions or concentration scenarios actually performed with AOGCMs. Various authors (e.g. Kattenberg et al., 1996; Raper and Cubasch, 1996; Raper et al., 2001; Cubasch et al., 2001; Osborn et al., 2006) have shown, for example, that the upwelling-diffusion model MAGICC, the primary simple climate model used in past IPCC Assessment Reports, can closely match key large-scale AOGCM results over a wide range of scenarios.
II. Parametrization of structural uncertainties. One advantage of simple models is that they can be used to span structural uncertainties across more complex models. Structural uncertainties in AOGCMs arise from the way certain processes or components (such as clouds) are "parameterized" or expressed in relatively simple terms -these parameterizations are structural components of the model. Within these parameterizations there may be a number of parameters, and parametric uncertainties arise from the uncertain values of these parameters. Thus, two models can differ in their aggregated response characteristics because they have different structures (including aspects commonly referred as "parameterizations"), or because, within common structures, they use different parameter values. This distinguishes between structural and parametric sources of uncertainty. In fact, we take advantage of this in the present study by "parameterizing" the structural uncertainty range of more complex models (cf. O'Neill and Melnikov, 2008) by estimating the parametric values within the more flexible MAGICC structure that fits the AOGCM results. This approach is distinct from perturbed physics studies with intermediate complexity models or AOGCMs (Murphy et al., 2004) , which often concentrate on assessing parametric uncertainties within a fixed and comparatively more rigid model structure.
III. Factor separation analysis. Simple models can assist in factor separation analysis, i.e., in separating the effects of climate or carbon cycle uncertainties from forcing uncertainties, or in investigating the effects due to different initialization choices. Thus, simple models can assist in harmonizing the results from AOGCMs and other higher complexity models by estimating their responses for unified forcing assumptions, thus making the results from different models more directly comparable. For example, a major difficulty in interpreting the multi-model AOGCM projections presented in IPCC AR4 arises from the different radiative forcings considered by the various modeling groups (see Table 10 .1 in Meehl et al., 2007; . A major difference is in the treatment of aerosol forcing, where, for example, some models included indirect aerosol forcing while others did not. Also, for a single forcing agent the magnitude and time-evolution of climate change differs from model to model for the same scenario, because some models applied only very weak volcanic forcing in the 20th century runs while others ignored volcanic forcing completely. Some models varied tropospheric ozone while others keep the forcing by tropospheric ozone constant for the 21st century.
Further complications arise because, for most AOGCMs, the forcing time-series are not diagnosed or documented for the model runs -exceptions are Takemura et al. (2006) and Hansen et al. (2005) . Different reporting standards for radiative forcing, like reporting adjusted forcing after thermal stratospheric adjustment at the model's tropopause or at the 200 hPa level, further hinder comparability, even when some diagnostic data are provided: specifically the CO 2 forcing at the time of doubled CO 2 concentration (see e.g. Table 2 in Forster and Taylor, 2006, hereafter called F&T) . In addition, studies comparing the diagnosed results from the radiative transfer schemes in AOGCMs with those from the line-by-line code found surprisingly large differences, even for well known forcing agents like CO 2 (Collins et al., 2006) . In summary, imperfect knowledge with regard to the forcings in CMIP3 AOGCM experiments leads to ambiguities as to how much of the differences in their temperature projections are due to different climate responses (feedbacks, inertia, etc.) or simply an expression of different (sometimes limited or erroneous) radiative forcing implementations.
IV. Joint response and feedback analysis. Simple, but sufficiently comprehensive, models allow one to estimate the joint responses of multiple models of higher complexity. For example, for comparison purposes in the IPCC AR4, the CMIP3 AOGCMs were driven with externally calculated CO 2 concentrations and in most cases the same CO 2 concentrations were prescribed irrespective of the AOGCM climate sensitivity. However, because of climate feedbacks on the carbon cycle, a higher sensitivity AOGCM is likely to see higher concentrations under the same emissions scenario, leading to an elevated temperature response. In its coupled mode, MAGICC is internally consistent in its CO 2 concentrations because the climate feedbacks on the carbon cycle are driven by the climate model response. We can calibrate to uncoupled model component results separately and anticipate the joint response of all combinations of state-of-the-art high complexity carbon cycle models and AOGCMs in a consistent framework.
Model description
MAGICC has a hemispherically averaged upwellingdiffusion ocean coupled to an atmosphere layer and a globally averaged carbon cycle model. As with most other simple models, MAGICC evolved from a simple global average energy-balance equation. The energy balance equation for the perturbed climate system can be written as:
where Q G is the global-mean radiative forcing at the top of the troposphere. This extra energy influx is partitioned into increased outgoing energy flux and heat content changes in the ocean dH dt . The outgoing energy flux is dependent on the global-mean feedback factor, λ G , and the surface temperature perturbation T G .
While MAGICC is designed to provide maximum flexibility in order to match different types of responses seen in more sophisticated models, the approach in MAGICC's model development has always been to derive the simple equations as much as possible from key physical and biological processes. In other words, MAGICC is as simple as possible, but as mechanistic as necessary. This process-based approach has a strong conceptual advantage in comparison to simple statistical fits that are more likely to quickly degrade in their skill when emulating scenarios outside the original calibration space of sophisticated models.
The main improvements in MAGICC6 compared to the version used in the IPCC AR4 are briefly highlighted in this section (Note that there is an intermediate version, MAGICC 5.3, described in Wigley et al., 2009) . The options introduced to account for variable climate sensitivities are described in Sect. 3.1. With the exception of the updated carbon cycle routines (Sect. 3.2), the MAGICC 4.2 and 5.3 parameterizations are covered as special cases of the 6.0 version, i.e., the IPCC AR4 version, for example, can be recovered by appropriate parameter settings.
Introduction of variable climate sensitivities
Climate sensitivity ( T 2× ) is a useful metric to compare models and is usually defined as the equilibrium global-mean warming after a doubling of CO 2 concentrations. In the case of MAGICC, the equilibrium climate sensitivity is a primary model parameter that may be identified with the eventual global-mean warming that would occur if the CO 2 concentrations were doubled from pre-industrial levels. Climate sensitivity is inversely related to the feedback factor λ:
where T 2× is the climate sensitivity, and Q 2× the radiative forcing after a doubling of CO 2 concentrations (see energy balance Eq. A45). The effective climate sensitivity diagnosed from low-pass filtered CCSM3 (a) and ECHAM5/MPI-OM (b) output for two idealized scenarios assuming an annual 1% increase in CO 2 concentrations until twice pre-industrial values in year 70 (1pctto2×) or quadrupled concentration in year 140 (1pctto4×), with constant concentrations thereafter. Additionally, the reported slab ocean model equilibrium climate sensitivity ("slab") and the sensitivity estimates by Forster and Taylor (2006) are shown ("F&T(06)").
The (time-or state-dependent) effective climate sensitivity (S t ) (Murphy and Mitchell, 1995) is defined using the transient energy balance Eq. (1) and can be diagnosed from model output for any part of a model run where radiative forcing and ocean heat uptake are both known and their sum is different from zero, so that:
where Q 2× is the model-specific forcing for doubled CO 2 concentration, λ t is the time-variable feedback factor, Q t the radiative forcing, T t GL the global-mean temperature perturbation and dH dt | t the climate system's heat uptake at time t. By definition, the traditional (equilibrium) climate sensitivity ( T 2× ) is equal to the effective climate sensitivity S t at equilibrium (
If there were only one globally homogenous, fast and constant feedback process, the diagnosed effective climate sensitivity would always equal the equilibrium climate sensitivity T 2× . However, many CMIP3 AOGCMs exhibit variable effective climate sensitivities, often increasing over time (e.g. models CCSM3, CNRM-CM3, GFDL-CM2.0, GFDL-CM2.1, GISS-EH -see Figs. B1, B2, and B3). This is consistent with earlier results of increasing effective sensitivities found by Senior and Mitchell (2000) ; Raper et al. (2001) for the HadCM2 model. In addition, some models present significantly higher sensitivities for higher forcing scenarios (1pctto4×) than for lower forcing scenarios (1pctto2×) (e.g. ECHAM5/MPI-OM and GISS-ER, see Fig. 1 ).
In order to better emulate these time-variable effective climate sensitivities, this version of MAGICC incorporates two modifications: Firstly, an amended land-ocean heat exchange formulation allows effective climate sensitivities to increase on the path to equilibrium warming. In this formulation, changes in effective climate sensitivity arise from a geometrical effect: spatially non-homogenous feedbacks can lead to a time-variable effective global-mean climate sensitivity, if the spatial warming distributions change over time. Hence, by modifying land-ocean heat exchange in MAGICC, the spatial evolution of warming is altered, leading to changes in effective climate sensitivities (Raper, 2004) given that MAGICC has different equilibrium sensitivities over land and ocean. Secondly, the climate sensitivities, and hence the feedback parameters, can be made explicitly dependent on the current forcing at time t. Both amendments are detailed in the Appendix A (see Sects. A4.2 and A4.3). Although these two amendments both modify the same diagnostic, i.e., the timevariable effective sensitivities in MAGICC, they are distinct: the land-ocean heat exchange modification changes the shape of the effective climate sensitivity's time evolution to equilibrium, but keeps the equilibrium sensitivity unaffected. In contrast, making the sensitivity explicitly dependent on the forcing primarily affects the equilibrium sensitivity value.
Note that time-varying effective sensitivities are not only empirically observed in AOGCMs, but they are necessary here in order for MAGICC to accurately emulate AOGCM results. Alternative parameterizations to emulate timevariable climate sensitivities are possible, e.g. assuming a dependence on temperatures instead of forcing, or by implementing indirect radiative forcing effects that are most often regarded as feedbacks (see Sect. 6.2). However, this study chose to limit the degrees of freedom with respect to timevariable climate sensitivities given that a clear separation into three (or more) different parameterizations seemed unjustified based on the AOGCM data analyzed here.
Updated carbon cycle
MAGICC's terrestrial carbon cycle model is a globally integrated box model, similar to that in Harvey (1989) and Wigley (1993) . The MAGICC6 carbon cycle can emulate temperature-feedback effects on the heterotrophic respiration carbon fluxes. One improvement in MAGICC6 allows increased flexibility when accounting for CO 2 fertilization. This increase in flexibility allows a better fit to some of the more complex carbon cycle models reviewed in C 4 MIP (Friedlingstein et al., 2006 ) (see Sect. 5.1).
Another update in MAGICC6 relates to the relaxation in carbon pools after a deforestation event. The gross CO 2 emissions related to deforestation and other land use activities are subtracted from the plant, detritus and soil carbon pools (see Fig. A2 ). While in previous versions only the regrowth in the plant carbon pool was taken into account to calculate the net deforestation, MAGICC6 now includes an effective relaxation/regrowth term for all three terrestrial carbon pools (see Appendix A1.1).
The original ocean carbon cycle model used a convolution representation (Wigley, 1991b) to quantify the oceanatmosphere CO 2 flux. A similar representation is used here, but modified to account for nonlinearities. Specifically, the impulse response representation of the Princeton 3D GFDL model (Sarmiento et al., 1992 ) is used to approximate the inorganic carbon perturbation in the mixed layer (for the impulse response representation, see Joos et al., 1996) . The temperature sensitivity of the sea surface partial pressure is implemented based on Takahashi et al. (1993) as given in Joos et al. (2001) . For details on the updated carbon cycle routines, see the Appendix A1.
Other additional capabilities compared to MAGICC4.2
Five additional amendments to the climate model have been implemented in MAGICC6 compared to the MAGICC4.2 version that has been used in IPCC AR4 or MAGICC5.3.
Aerosol indirect effects
It is now possible to account directly for contributions from black carbon, organic carbon and nitrate aerosols to indirect (i.e., cloud albedo) effects (Twomey, 1977) . The first indirect effect, affecting cloud droplet size and the second indirect effect, affecting cloud cover and lifetime, can also be modeled separately. Following the convention in IPCC AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) , the second indirect effect is modeled as a prescribed change in efficacy of the first indirect effect. See Sect. A3.6 in the Appendix for details.
Depth-variable ocean with entrainment
Building on the work by Raper et al. (2001) , MAGICC6 includes the option of a depth-dependent ocean area profile with entrainment at each of the ocean levels (default, 50 levels) from the polar sinking water column. The default ocean area profile decreases from unity at the surface to, for example, 30%, 13% and 0% at depths of 4000, 4500 and 5000 m. Although comprehensive data on depth-dependent heat uptake profiles of the CMIP3 AOGCMs were not available for this study, this entrainment update provides more flexibility and allows for a better simulation of the characteristic depthdependent heat uptake as observed in one analyzed AOGCM, namely HadCM2 ).
Vertical mixing depending on warming gradient
Simple models, including earlier versions of MAGICC, sometimes overestimated the ocean heat uptake for higher warming scenarios when applying parameter sets chosen to match heat uptake for lower warming scenarios, see e.g. Fig. 17b in Harvey et al. (1997) . A strengthened thermal stratification and hence reduced vertical mixing might contribute to the lower heat uptake for higher warming cases.
To model this effect, a warming-dependent vertical gradient of the thermal diffusivity is implemented here (see Appendix A4.7).
Forcing efficacies
Since the IPCC TAR, a number of studies have focussed on forcing efficacies, i.e., on the differences in surface temperature response due to a unit forcing by different radiative forcing agents with different geographical and vertical distributions (see e.g. Joshi et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2005) . This version of MAGICC includes the option to apply different efficacy terms for the different forcings agents (see Appendix A4.4 for details and Supplement for default values).
Radiative forcing patterns
Earlier versions of MAGICC used time-independent (but user-specifiable) ratios to distribute the global-mean forcing of tropospheric ozone and aerosols to the four atmospheric boxes, i.e., land and ocean in both hemispheres. This model structure and the simple 4-box forcing patterns are retained as it is able to capture a large fraction of the forcing agent characteristics of interest here. However, we now use patterns for each forcing individually, and allow for these patterns to vary over time. For example, the historical forcing pattern evolutions for tropospheric aerosols are based on results from Hansen et al. (2005) , which are interpolated to annual values and extrapolated into the future using hemispheric emissions. Additionally, MAGICC6 now incorporates forcing patterns for the long-lived greenhouse gases as well, although these patterns are assumed to be constant in time and scaled with global-mean radiative forcing (see Supplement for details on the default forcing patterns and time series).
Calibrating MAGICC to AOGCMs
In the preparation of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4), 14 modeling groups submitted data for 23 AOGCMs, building the World Climate Research Programme's (WCRP's) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3) multimodel dataset. The following subsection (4.1) describes the method used to calibrate MAGICC for 19 of these AOGCMs, i.e., those for which sufficient data were available. In subsection 4.2, the results of the calibration procedures are provided.
Climate model calibrating procedure
Three distinct calibration exercises are undertaken, optimizing a smaller (I) or larger (II, III) set of MAGICC parameters, using idealized scenarios only (I, II), or optimizing against multi-forcing scenarios as well (III). 
a The scenarios are: 1pctto2× = 1% annual CO 2 concentration increase until CO 2 doubling, then stabilization; 1pctto4× = 1% annual CO 2 concentration increase until CO 2 quadrupling, then stabilization; 20c3m = historical 20th century run; COMMIT = year 2000 concentration stabilization; sresb1 = IPCC SRES B1 scenario; sresa1b = IPCC SRES A1B scenario. b The calibrated parameters are as follows: T 2× = climate sensitivity (KW −1 m 2 ), i.e., warming after a doubling of CO 2 concentrations; RLO=Land-Ocean warming ratio at equilibrium; Kz = vertical diffusivity in ocean (cm 2 s −1 ); ξ = sensitivity of feedback factors λ to radiative forcing change Q away from doubled pre-industrial CO 2 forcing level
dKz top dT =sensitivity of vertical diffusivity at mixed layer boundary to global-mean surface temperatures (i.e., thermal stratification). A linear diffusivity profile change is assumed for layers between the mixed and bottom layers; k LO = Land-Ocean heat exchange coefficient (Wm −2 K −1 ); µ = an amplification factor for the ocean to land heat exchange (see Eq. A50).
The calibration I approach mimics the procedure employed for IPCC AR4. Three key parameters (see Sect. 4.1.1 below) were calibrated to optimally reproduce the hemispheric land and ocean temperatures and ocean heat flux responses to idealized 1%/yr increasing CO 2 -only scenarios (see Table 1 ). Secondly, an additional five parameters were optimized (calibration II) to match the idealized CO 2 -only scenarios better. Thirdly, the most comprehensive calibration exercise (calibration III) employs, in addition, the AOGCM results for multi-gas scenarios, viz. the year-2000 constant concentration (COMMIT) experiments, and the SRES B1 and A1B scenarios, if available. The SRES A2 scenario is not used for calibrating MAGICC parameters, but was instead used for verification. See Table 1 for an overview of the three calibration exercises. Going beyond the match of global-mean temperatures and heat uptake that were fitted in earlier MAGICC versions, all calibration exercises also took into account hemispheric land and ocean temperatures, diagnosed from one of the ensemble members of each CMIP3 AOGCM (run 1) provided at the PCMDI database (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ipcc/about ipcc.php). To take account of model drift, the corresponding low pass-filtered (1/20 yr −1 cutoff frequency) control-run segments were subtracted from each perturbation run (see Appendix B).
Calibrated parameters
In the first calibration exercise (calibration 1), only three key parameters were optimized, namely the climate sensitivity T 2× , the equilibrium land-ocean warming ratio RLO and the vertical thermal diffusivity Kz in the ocean. Kz has a large influence on the ocean heat uptake efficiency. In the second and third calibration exercises, five additional parameters in MAGICC were optimized to match the AOGCM temperature and heat-uptake results. As in any calibration exercise with multiple parameters, there is the danger of overfitting. Therefore, only a limited set with clearly distinct effects representing different physical mechanisms was chosen out of the large number of MAGICC parameters. Two of the additional five parameters are required to emulate time-varying effective climate sensitivities: namely µ, the ocean to land heat-exchange amplification, which allows the emulation of increasing effective sensitivities under global warming (Appendix A4.2); and ξ , the forcing-dependency of the feedback (see Appendix A4.3). Another parameter, the ocean stratification coefficient dK z dT , modulates the heat uptake efficiency under higher warming scenarios, by making the vertical diffusivity dependent on the ocean warming (see Appendix A4.7). Furthermore, the two heat-exchange parameters between land and ocean (k LO ) and between the hemispheres (k N S ) are calibrated, with the latter having no influence on the global-mean warming, but on the hemispheric warming pattern.
Several parameters were kept fixed at default values in our calibration exercises. For example, we held the sea-ice related adjustment factor α, which determines the ratio of hemispheric changes in air versus ocean mixed layer temperatures at its default value of 1.2 -based on experience with earlier versions of MAGICC (Raper and Cubasch, 1996) . It is possible that this should also be a calibrated, modelspecific parameter. In addition, ocean heat uptake depends on how the upwelling rate w changes over time, which varies from model to model (see Sect. A4.5). In previous versions of MAGICC this has also been a calibrated parameter ). Here we capture the general AOGCM behavior by assuming that w(t) depends linearly on the globalmean temperature, declining from an initial value of 4 m/yr to 2.8 m/yr at a warming of 8 • C (relative to the pre-industrial temperature) and remaining constant thereafter (cf. Raper et al., 2001 ). This simplified parameterization corresponds approximately to a central estimate of the overturning circulation's response for the majority of CMIP3 AOGCMs in the 21st century simulations (see Fig. 10 .15 in Meehl et al., 2007) . We do not attempt to emulate the meridional overturning specifically for each AOGCM (Schleussner et al., 2010) , thereby limiting the overall number of calibrated parameters. Using an AOGCM-specific vertical diffusivity allows us to closely emulate the AOGCM's surface temperature and ocean heat uptake responses, which are of primary interest in this study. As with the sea-ice related factor α, better fits to the AOGCMs may be obtained when emulating thermal expansion and vertical ocean temperature profiles if w(t) were a calibrated, model-specific characteristic (Raper and Cubasch, 1996; Harvey, 1994) .
For calibrating to each specific AOGCM, the parameter space in MAGICC is first sampled randomly with 2000 parameter sets. For each parameter set, up to five parallel runs were done, one for each of the calibration scenarios. Subsequently, the best (in a least-squared sense) parameter set is used to initialize an optimization routine with approximately 1000 iterations to find the parameter combination that minimizes the squared differences between low-pass filtered AOGCM and MAGICC time series of heat uptake, global, northern land, northern ocean, southern land and southern ocean surface air (2 m) temperatures. See Appendix B for details.
Calibration against idealized CO 2 scenarios
In order to successfully emulate the climate response of an AOGCM, its driving forces should be known. This is why idealized experiments, where the forcing is known, are preferred for calibration. For example, MAGICC calibrations for the IPCC TAR, as well as feedback paramater calculations by F&T, used the first 70 years of the idealized 1% runs. MAGICC 4.2 calibrations for IPCC AR4 used the fulllength 1% runs (1pctto2× and 1pctto4×, cf. Fig. 1 ). All 19 CMIP3 AOGCMs considered here provided at least some output for such idealized forcing experiments, assuming annual 1% increases of CO 2 up to doubled and quadrupled concentrations and constant concentrations thereafter (1pctto2× and 1pctto4×, respectively) (see rows 2, 4 and 6 in Figs. B1, B2 and B3). Most AOGCMs started these experiments from pre-industrial control runs (picntrl), although four (CCSM3, MRI-CGCM2.3.2, ECHO-G, NCAR PCM) used present-day control runs (pdcntrl). Control-run drift was removed using the respective low pass-filtered (1/20 yr −1 cutoff frequency) control run segments. Assuming that the CO 2 concentration to forcing relationship is logarithmic (Shine et al., 1990; Myhre et al., 1998) , the forcing is a linear ramp-function over 70 (140) years up to its forcing level Q 2× at doubled (or quadrupled) CO 2 concentrations and constant thereafter. Q 2× is estimated to be 3.71 Wm −2 (Myhre et al., 1998) , although AOGCMs show a relatively large variation (see Table 10.2 in Meehl et al., 2007) . Where available, model- Effective radiative forcing for the SRES A1B scenario from 1850 to 2100 for two CMIP3 AOGCMs. Shown are the net effective radiative forcing time-series used for calibrating MAGICC6 to CSIRO-Mk3.0 (a) and GISS-ER (b) ("M6.0 calibration"). Due to various unification adjustments and complementation of the sparse AOGCM-specific forcing sets, the effective forcings prescribed for the projections differ. Shown here is the mean for each AOGCM when combined with the ten C 4 MIP carbon cycle model calibrations ("M6.0 projection"). For comparison, the forcings used in IPCC AR4 for the medium carbon cycle feedback case ("M4.2 projection") and the effective forcings (including uncertainties) as diagnosed by Forster and Taylor (2006) ('F&T, 2006' ) are also shown. In addition, in the case of the GISS-ER model, radiative forcing time series were made available by the modeling group ("Reported") (J. Hansen, personal communication, 2005 , as reported in Forster and Taylor, 2006) . specific Q 2× values were used during the calibration exercise (see Tables B1, B2 and B3).
The difficulty posed by unknown radiative forcing
The inherent difficulty with calibrating MAGICC parameters to the multi-forcing AOGCM results, and the reason why this approach has not been used previously, is that there are large uncertainties in the actual forcings. There are two reasons of why forcings differ across AOGCMs. First, not all models used the same set of forcings. As the particular forcings used are known (see Table 2 ), our calibration exercises were able to take this into account. Second, even for the forcings in common, quantitative AOGCM-specific information is very limited, mostly restricted to CO 2 forcings at doubled CO 2 concentrations. The first study addressing this shortcoming in a comprehensive manner is by F&T, who diagnosed the effective forcings. However, neither forcings nor efficacies can be diagnosed from the currently available AOGCM data without making additional assumptions; for example, with regard to the models' effective climate sensitivities (see F&T). Meehl et al., 2007) . The forcing agents included for the multi-forcing simulations are indicated by the following symbols: C = carbon dioxide; M = methane; N = nitrous oxide; S = stratospheric ozone; T = tropospheric ozone; F = halogenated carbons (CFCs); D = direct SO x aerosol; B = direct black carbon; O = direct organic carbon; R=nitrate aerosols; I 1 = first indirect aerosol effect; I 2 = second indirect aerosol effect; U = mineral dust; L = land use; V = volcanic; A = solar; Capital letters denote that a time-variable forcing agent is included for simulations prior to and after 2000; small letters denote that forcing agent varies with time in 20th century (20c3m) simulations and is set constant thereafter; italic letters denote that forcing was included as CO 2 equivalent, hence efficacies were set to 1 during calibration. Bracketed subscripts indicate the applied volcanic forcing scaling factor derived from Fig. 4 in F&T. Note that for some models, the forcing analysis by F&T detects no volcanic forcing (v (0.0) ), although Table 10 .1 in Meehl et al. (2007) indicate the inclusion of volcanic aerosols. Future solar forcing in GISS-EH and GISS-ER was assumed to be cyclic in the original simulations, but is here assumed constant, denoted by a . Mineral dust (U) forcings and land use albedo (L) effects have been assumed constant after 2000 in all emulations. For ECHAM5/MPI-OM and UKMO-HadCM3, denoted with a "*", the first indirect effect was assumed in the MAG-ICC emulations to be equal to the default joint forcing of 1st and 2 nd indirect effect given the substantial negative shortwave forcing analyzed by F&T for these models.
AOGCM
Forcing agents
In the present study, given these limitations, we use informed estimates for the individual model forcings. Only the matching set of radiative forcing agents (see Table 2 ) together with default efficacies (see Supplement) were applied in MAGICC when calibrating each AOGCM. These reconstructed forcing time-series are not identical to the diagnosed forcings given by F&T. In the case of the GISS models, the modeling group provided an independent estimate of the radiative forcing (J. Hansen, 2005 , personal communication as reported in F&T), which agrees well with the net effective forcing series used for calibration here (see Fig. 2b ). A more detailed discussion of both the MAGICC4.2 and MAGICC6 forcing assumptions and emulations can be found in Part 2 of this study.
Special cases for multi-forcing calibration
For the individual forcing agents used in the calibration, MAGICC applies the same forcing timeseries with histories whose magnitude from 1765 to 2005 is consistent with the central estimate provided by IPCC AR4 for each individual forcing agent (see Fig. 1 in Part 2 or Table 2 .12 in Forster et al., 2007) . The four exceptions are:
Firstly, for volcanic forcing, the amplitude was adjusted for each AOGCM that included volcanic forcing, so that the (negative) amplitude in net effective (shortwave and longwave) volcanic forcing was approximately matched to the value calculated by F&T. In fitting to historical time series (using squared differences as the goodness-of-fit statistic), a too strong negative amplitude would result in too high a sensitivity T 2× , and hence a future MAGICC response that is too warm. To minimize the effect of mismatching volcanic forcing series a low pass filter was applied to the temperature series before the optimization. The scaling factor for volcanic forcing was determined to be lower than unity for all models (ranging from 0.2 for INM-CM3.0 and MRI-CGCM2.3.2 to around 0.7 for most models). See Table 2 .
Secondly, CO 2 related forcing is modeled slightly differently compared to other forcing agents. For the idealized scenarios, we used the actual CO 2 concentrations. To convert concentrations to forcing we set Q 2× to its AOGCMspecific value during the calibration exercise (see Eq. A35 and A36). For the SRES scenarios (B1 and A1B) we also drove MAGICC with concentrations rather than emissions. We assumed that CMIP3 AOGCMs prescribed CO 2 concentrations according to the Bern reference provided in the IPCC TAR. Prescribing CO 2 concentrations instead of emissions has the additional benefit of keeping the calibration of the carbon cycle (see following Sect. 5.1) strictly separate from the calibration of the climate response.
Thirdly, a special case is the second indirect aerosol effect, characterized by default in IPCC AR4 (Forster et al., 2007) as an efficacy enhancement to the first indirect aerosol effect. For AOGCMs that only included the first indirect effect (ECHAM5/MPI-OM, ECHO-G, IPSL-CM4, . Radiative forcing and temperature evolutions illustrating the "cold start problem" (Hasselmann et al., 1993) . A climate model run taking into account the forcing history since 1750 (red line) provides a different future projection compared to a run taking into account deviations from a later startyear only, e.g. 1860 (blue solid line). A later common reference period, e.g. 1980-1999, or a "jump start" with radiative forcing being applied relative to 1750 (blue dashed line), minimizes this initialization problem. The temperature response for the "jump start" run asymptotically approaches the results for the run starting in 1750 (grey shaded area).
UKMO-HadCM3), the second effect was ignored during the calibration exercise. For the GISS-EH and GISS-ER models, which only included the second indirect effect (see Table 10 .1 in Meehl et al., 2007) , a forcing was assumed of the same magnitude as IPCC AR4's best estimate of the first indirect aerosol effect (−0.7 Wm −2 with efficacy 0.9). For the three models MIROC3.2 (hires), MIROC3.2 (medres) and HadGEM1 that are reported to have included both indirect aerosol effects the second indirect effect is assumed to enhance the first indirect effect by two-thirds, by increasing the efficacy from 0.9 to 1.5. These (rather uncertain) default values have been chosen from the uncertainty ranges provided in IPCC AR4 for the first indirect effect's efficacy (stated to be similar to the direct aerosol effect's efficacy of 0.7 to 1.1) and the efficacy that includes both the first and second indirect effect (1.0 to 2.0), respectively (see Sect. 2.8.5.5. in Forster et al., 2007) . Fourthly, the last issue relates to the "cold start problem" (Hasselmann et al., 1993) . Rather than starting in 1750, the reference year for radiative forcings, modeling groups chose years in between 1850 and 1900 as a starting point for the 20th century integrations (20c3m runs). Unfortunately, it is not documented how (or if) the AOGCM modeling groups handled any forcing differences between 1750 and the respective starting year. For example, in the default forcing series applied here (excluding volcanic forcing), a slight forcing increase of roughly +0.2 Wm −2 occurred between 1750 and 1860. To account for this, modeling groups could have applied a "jump start", so that the model is subject to a step forcing increase in the starting year (see Fig. 3 ). Alternatively, models could be driven by radiative forcing changes from their starting year only, neglecting any forcing changes between 1750 and their starting year. Although the choice of initialization method does affect the fitted parameter values, the effect of these different possible initializations is small. We assumed here (based on the CMIP3 AOGCM temperature results, which show no evidence of a "jump start") that AOGCM runs were begun with zero forcing in their 20c3m starting year. However, the HadCM3LC C 4 MIP coupled carbon cycle-climate model's temperature evolution suggests that it has been subject to a "jump start" in forcing and so we do likewise. Such "jump start" initializations have been used earlier as well -as documented in Johns et al. (1997) (see Fig. 30a therein).
AOGCM calibration results
This section gives the results of the three calibration exercises employed here to replicate the climate response characteristics of the AOGCMs (Sects. 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3). Subsequently, Sect. 4.2.4 compares climate sensitivities diagnosed for the CMIP3 AOGCMs.
Calibration method I -as in the AR4
This simple calibration approach I (see Table 1 for the found best-fit parameters) is able to emulate the evolution of globalmean temperatures for the idealized scenarios relatively well for most AOGCMs (see Table B1 ). The root mean square errors (RMSE) between emulations and the AOGCMs are well below 0.2 • C for the 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× scenarios for all but four models (UKMO HadGEM1, CCCma CGCM3.1(T47), GFDL CM2.0 and MPI ECHAM5), as shown in Fig. 5a . As can be expected, the SRES and "COM-MIT" multi-forcing scenarios are less well emulated for almost all models, as their information was not used to derive the optimal parameter settings for T 2× , RLO and Kz. This discrepancy between emulations and AOGCM multi-forcing runs is substantial for three out of the 19 emulations showing RMSE values higher than 0.35 • C. On average across all models and scenarios, the RMSE is 0.21 • C (see Fig. 5a ).
In order to put this RMSE value of 0.21 • C in perspective, it is here compared to the equivalent goodness of fit statistic that would be obtained if a single AOGCM's projections were simply approximated by the global-mean temperature time-series of another randomly drawn AOGCM for the same scenario. This comparison is motivated by the common practice in many studies to make inferences from single AOGCMs, often implying that a single AOGCM is representative for a wider range of other AOGCMs. Essentially, this compares the uncertainty in fitting MAGICC to a particular model to the inter-model uncertainty. Thus, for this comparative measure of inter-model uncertainty, we computed the average RMSE between global-mean temperature series for all permutations of CMIP3 AOGCMs applying the same lowpass filter as used for the calibrations (1/20 yr −1 cutoff For the different scenarios, the number of available AOGCM datasets differs, which is taken into account, so that only the mean across the corresponding set of emulations is shown. The land and ocean regions in each hemisphere were determined from the individual AOGCMs' land-ocean masks.
frequency), taking into account the full overlapping timeperiods between any pair of AOGCMs. The resulting RMSE is 0.46 • C across the multi-forcing and idealized scenarios, more than twice as high compared to the RMSE of emulations following the calibration I procedure. It is noticeable that some AOGCMs show features in their idealized scenario runs (1pctto2× and 1pctto4×) that cannot possibly be emulated satisfactorily by optimizing only three parameters T 2× , RLO and Kz. For example, a larger best-fit effective climate sensitivity for the higher forcing 1pctto4× run than for the 1pctto2× run is apparent in the MPI ECHAM5 simulation, after these runs diverge in year 70 of the model integration (see Fig. 1 , and discussion in Sect. 4.2.4). A constant climate sensitivity T 2× can never, therefore, match both scenarios satisfactorily. The best-fit constant climate sensitivity will be in-between the effective sensitivities for the 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× runs. Indeed, the calibration I procedure gives a climate sensitivity of 3.95 • C (see Table B1 ), which is in between the effective sensitivities of 3.5 and 4.2 • C towards the end of the 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× scenarios, respectively (see Fig. 1 ).
Calibration method II -using additional parameters
For some AOGCMs, the use of additional parameters in the fitting exercise did not improve the goodness of fit (MIROC3.2(hires), GISS-EH and FGOALS-g1.0). For others, the fit was improved markedly. For example, the RMSE is halved for NCAR CCSM3 and GISS-ER (see 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× scenarios in Fig. 5a and c). The enhanced ability to match the idealized scenarios of the MPI ECHAM5 model is most noticeable: under calibration I (fitting only three parameters), the RMSE values were 0.30 • C and 0.43 • C for the 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× scenarios. Under the calibration II method the idealized scenarios are now emulated with an RMSE of 0.15 • C and 0.11 • C -primarily due to the ability of MAGICC to simulate time-varying effective sensitivities (see Fig. 1 ). The multi-forcing scenarios are also more accurately emulated, so that the goodness of fit ranking for MPI ECHAM5 improved (see Fig. 5 ). In summary, the match to the idealized scenarios improved for all those 14 models that provided 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× data, but not for those five (MIROC3.2(hires), GISS-EH and FGOALS-g1.0, UKMO-HadCM3 and CSIRO-Mk3.0) that provided only 1pctto2× data (see Figures B1, B2 and B3). The emulation skill for the multi-forcing scenarios, which were not used for calibration II, was only slightly enhanced in most cases. The average RMSE across all scenarios and models is 0.19 • C (see Fig. 5a and c), slightly improved from the 0.21 • C that resulted from the calibration I procedure.
Calibration method III -from CO 2 -only to multi-forcing
While the inclusion of additional parameters under the calibration II procedure markedly improved the fit to the idealized experiments, the performance of the emulations for the multi-forcing runs is only slightly improved. Obviously, the emulation quality for SRES scenarios will be improved, if an appropriate goodness of fit criteria related to the SRES scenarios is included in the optimization routine. The close Table 1 ). Calibration Method "III" (panel e,f) used in addition the multi-forcing runs SRES A1B, B1 and COMMIT when optimizing eight parameters (see Table 1 ). The emulations are ranked according to mean deviations (RMSE) between emulations and AOGCM data over the full length of all available scenarios. The AOGCM and MAGICC data were lowpass-filtered when calculating the RMSE values. For all emulations, "like-with-like" forcings were applied, i.e., the emulations were not subject to forcing adjustments. The mean RMSE for all emulations is given ("Avg. RMSE Emulations") and compared to the average inter-model RMSE ("Avg. RMSE AOGCM"). See text.
fit between the mean of the emulations and the mean of the AOGCM runs under the calibration III strategy is shown in Fig. 4 (see also Table 3 ). Assessing our calibrations at the level of individual AOGCMs, the deviations over the full scenario durations are small, mostly <0.2 • C (see Fig. 5f ). The largest deviation in global means of up to 0.5 • C occurs for CNRM CM3. The emulations of CNRM CM3 show most clearly what is apparent as well for eight other AOGCMs (GISS-ER, MIROC3.2 (medres), NCAR PCM1, MPI ECHAM5, MRI CGCM2.3.2A, IPSL-CM4, INM-CM3.0 and HadGEM1), namely that the idealized scenarios are emulated too warm and the multi-forcing runs too cold or vice versa (see Fig. 5f ). In the case of CNRM CM3, this may be caused by an underestimation of the net forcing in the multi-forcing runs and/or an overestimation of the CO 2 forcing in the idealized scenarios. For calibration III results, the average RMSE across all scenarios and models is further decreased to 0.17 K (c.f. 0.21 K and 0.19 K for "calibration I and II"). This is substantially lower than the AOGCM inter-model uncertainty RMSE of 0.46 • C. Another useful comparison metric is the skill with which the emulations compare with the AOGCMs when averaged over all AOGCMs. The mean AOGCM versus mean emulation RMSE, over all multi-forcing runs, for 2000 to 2100, is 0.053 • C. This shows that the emulations of the multi-model ensemble mean is substantially more robust than emulating a single AOGCM and is associated with only very minor biases (see Fig. 4 ).
As noted above, the SRES A2 scenario has not been used for calibration, but left as an independent test case for the skill of the emulations. The performance of the emulations for the high SRES A2 scenario is similar to the other two SRES scenarios, B1 and A1B, that were used in the calibration (average RMSE A2: 0.175 • C; A1B: 0.190 • C, B1: 0.168 • C; see Fig. 5e ). This is encouraging as it supports the assumption that emulations for other emissions scenarios approximately reflect what AOGCMs would project. On average across model emulations, the bias is again small, as can be seen in Figure 4 with average warming under SRES A2 being slightly lower in the emulations.
It is valuable to put these emulation errors in perspective. For the SRES scenarios, the inter-model uncertainties between AOGCMs with regard to global-mean temperatures towards the end of the 21st century (2090-2099), when expressed as two standard deviations divided by the multimodel ensemble mean, range from 49% for SRES B1 (21 models) through 41% for A1B (21 models) to 26% for A2 (17 models) (cf. . In comparison, the mean relative errors introduced by the emulations are substantially smaller, i.e., less than 2.2% for the ensemble means (B1:2.2%, A1B:−1.0%, A2:−0.8%) and, on average, 7% for individual AOGCM emulations over 2090 to 2099 relative to 1980 to 1999 (B1:9%, A1B:6%, A2:6%). Comparing the 2090 to 2099 warming relative to AOGCM starting years reduces differences between emulations and AOGCMs further. This is primarily because the earlier start date for the comparison removes uncertainties introduced by the strong Pinatubo volcanic forcing in the 1980 to 1999 base period. Individual AOGCMs in the last decade of the 21st century are now matched on average with a mean relative error of only 6% (B1:5%, A1B:5%, A2:7%). Half of the emulation and AOGCM pairs show deviations of only 3% on average (B1:3%, A1B:2%, A2:5%). As noted above for the example of the CNRM CM3 model, calibrations are necessarily imperfect as we do not know the precise forcings effective in the AOGCMs. This problem is likely enhanced in the calibrations towards the multi-forcing AOGCM results compared to those for the idealized CO 2 runs.
Comparison of climate sensitivities
Equilibrium climate sensitivity is a useful aggregate model indicator and climate system characteristic . Traditionally, climate sensitivity is defined as the warming resulting from any doubling of CO 2 concentrations, irrespective of the starting concentration level. With the introduction of climate-state dependent sensitivities, we report here the climate sensitivities for a doubling of pre-industrial concentrations and compare these to other published estimates for the set of CMIP3 AOGCMs (see Table 4 ). Many modelling groups reported equilibrium warming results with their slab ocean model versions, stated in the first column of Table 4 taken from Randall et al. (2007) . The average climate sensitivity across all 19 slab-ocean models is 3.21 • C. The coupled versions of these models can exhibit different sensitivities from the slab-ocean versions, not least because the presence of a coupled ocean can alter atmospheric feedbacks (Gregory et al., 2004) . Time-evolving effective climate sensitivities S t can be diagnosed from any transient run for which the forcing and ocean heat uptake is known, as given in Eq. (3) (see Murphy and Mitchell, 1995; Raper et al., 2001; Senior and Mitchell, 2000) . Gregory et al. (2004) have developed a regression technique to estimate the effective climate sensitivity even if the absolute forcing is unknown. F&T calculated climate sensitivities for the CMIP3 AOGCMs from the first 70 years of the idealized 1pctto2× scenarios (cf. Fig. 1 ). The average climate sensitivity following this procedure (viz. 2.76 • C) is nearly half a degree cooler than that estimated for the slab-ocean models (cf. first and second column in Table 4 ).
MAGICC4.2 climate sensitivity results presented in IPCC AR4 (see Supplementary Table S8 .1 in Randall et al. (2007) and Fig. 10.26 in Meehl et al. (2007) ) and those for MAG-ICC6 using the calibration I method are very similar to each other (less than 0.2 • C difference), except for HadGEM1, for which additional AOGCM data were available in the MAG-ICC6 case. For 13 out of 19 AOGCMs, these sensitivities are very similar to those in F&T, with differences less than 0.2 • C. For the remaining six models analyzed by both studies, MAGICC calibrations give higher climate sensitivities, Table 3 . Comparison of global-mean temperatures from AOGCMs and emulations for three periods. The means across all available CMIP3 AOGCMs for each scenario (number of available AOGCM datasets given in column "n") are compared to the mean across the matching number of emulations using AOGCM-specific "like-with-like" forcings, denoted by "IIIa". The emulations with parameter settings from calibration III (see text) and applying "full" forcing emulations, averaged across all 19 emulations, are shown for comparison (column IIId). On the notation: The three methods for calibrating carbon cycle and climate parameters (see Table 1 ) are denoted with roman numbers I, II and III, while the application of AOGCM-specific forcing settings is denoted by a small Latin character "a", the application of standardized "full" forcings is denoted by "d" (with interim stages "b" and "c" being described in the companion paper Meinshausen et al., 2011, see Fig. 3 therein Table 4 ). The MAGICC result of around 6.0 • C is 2.0 • C higher than estimated by F&T. While the relatively short period (70 yrs) of available data for the 1pctto2× run limits the ability to make accurate estimates of the effective climate sensitivity of MIROC3.2(hires) from this 1pctto2× data set alone, the exceptionally high temperature projections for the SRES A1B and B1 scenarios for this model support our findings of a climate sensitivity around 6.0 • C (the calibration III result) rather than 3.9 • results derived by F&T from the first 70 years of the idealized scenarios. An alternative explanation is that the SRES A1B and B1 forcing used by MIROC3.2(hires) could be exceptionally high compared to other AOGCMs as hypothesized by F&T. The Q 2× forcing for this model is, however, reported as rather low (see Table B1 ). Four other climate sensitivities are estimated by the AR4 and Calibration I method to be higher than stated by F&T, namely those for CCSM3, MPI ECHAM5, GISS-EH, and GISS-ER. These models exhibit increasing effective climate sensitivities over time, so the method by F&T of deriving a fixed sensitivity over only the first 70 years of a 1pctto2× run will lead to an underestimate for the effective climate sensitivity on longer timescales and will hence result in higher forcing estimates. Lastly, the ECHO-G model is estimated to have a higher climate sensitivity than suggested by F&T possibly due to the ECHO-G heat uptake data used in the present study, which we suspect are erroneous. While the 1pctto2× scenario suggests a vertical ocean thermal diffusivity Kz≥2 cm 2 s −1 , the best estimate for the vertical diffusivity under the SRES runs was more than five times smaller (Kz = 0.43 cm 2 s −1 -cf. Tables B3 and B1, B2). For the calibration III procedure, therefore, we excluded the ECHO-G 1pctto2× heat uptake data due to this inconsistency. When this was done, the climate sensitivity suggested by F&T is approximately confirmed (2.6 • C).
Using the calibration II procedure, the estimated climate sensitivity, T 2× , is slightly lower for eight AOGCMs compared to calibration I results. This is largely explained by the increasing sensitivity over time in these models, a factor not accounted for in the calibration I method. The differences to the sensitivities estimated by F&T are largely reconciled by calibration II results. This is because F&T used the relatively low-forcing scenario segments up to doubled CO 2 concentrations to estimate the climate sensitivity.
The increases in effective climate sensitivities found in the present analyses confirm earlier results that the effective climate sensitivity seems often to be dependent on the climate state (see e.g. Murphy and Mitchell, 1995; Raper et al., 2001; Senior and Mitchell, 2000; Stouffer, 2004) . For five AOGCMs the climate sensitivity estimate increased slightly when comparing the calibration I and calibration II results. For these AOGCMs, the data suggests no forcing dependent feedback factors (ξ =0). However, for some of these models, the calibration suggests an increasing climate sensitivity over time, parameterized by a heat exchange enhancement factor (µ>1). In this case, the transient effective sensitivity of the emulations up to doubled CO 2 concentrations is smaller than the equilibrium sensitivity at doubled pre-industrial CO 2 levels, so that this best-fit equilibrium sensitivity is estimated to be higher. Some of these calibrations to AOGCMs suggest (as well) a decreased heat uptake efficiency for higher warmings ( dK z dT ≤0). Thus, the warming can now be allowed to increase further compared to calibration I procedure for those AOGCMs, where an overestimation of heat uptake previously suggested a cooler warming response being optimal.
The climate sensitivity estimates under the calibration III procedure show only very minor systematic differences compared with the calibration II estimates, a slight decrease in the average sensitivity. This could be explained if the effective forcings or efficacies under the multi-gas scenarios Randall et al. (2007) . The second column provides the climate sensitivities derived from the net climate feedbacks given by Forster and Taylor (2006) , who use the method by Gregory et al. (2004) to retrieve feedbacks for idealized 1% CO 2 scenarios out to 2×CO 2 . These climate feedbacks λ were converted to climate sensitivities T 2× using T 2× = Q 2× λ , with the forcing Q 2× at doubled CO 2 concentrations taken from Table 2 in Forster and Taylor (2006) , where available, and using 3.7 Wm −2 as default. The third column presents results for the MAGICC 4.2 calibration as done for IPCC AR4 , used as well in MAGICC5.3, and presented in Table S8 .1 in Randall et al. (2007) , which was methodological equivalent to the calibration method I presented here for MAGICC6. The fourth to sixth columns present this study's results using MAGICC6 under calibration exercises I, II and III (see Table 1 ). The last row provides the average climate sensitivities for each column.
IPCC AR4
Forster& 
BCCR-BCM2.0 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a BCC-CM1 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a CCSM3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a GISS-EH Randall et al., 2007) . b Derived feedback constant using a default 3.7 Wm −2 value for forcing at doubled CO 2 concentrations, given that no Q 2× value was available (see Table 2 of Forster and Taylor, 2006) . c Note that these calibrations II and III include a non-zero sensitivity parameter ξ , introducing a dependency of the sensitivity onto forcing. The effective climate sensitivity S therefore increases for forcings higher than twice pre-industrial CO 2 concentrations ( Q 2× ) and decreases for lower forcings.
(SRES and COMMIT) were on average slightly overestimated, and/or, if forcings in the idealized CO 2 scenarios are underestimated. However, the potential over-or underestimations of forcings vary from AOGCM to AOGCM: in five out of the nineteen AOGCMs, multi-forcing runs are emulated warmer than the idealized scenarios, in contrast to seven AOGCMs, where idealized CO 2 -only emulations are warmer (see Fig. 5f ).
Calibrating MAGICC to carbon cycle models
The following section (Sect. 5.1) details the procedures for calibrating the MAGICC carbon cycle to ten of the eleven carbon cycle models that took part in the C 4 MIP intercomparison project (Friedlingstein et al., 2006) . Subsection 5.2 provides the respective calibration results.
Carbon cycle calibrating procedure
MAGICC's carbon cycle model (see Fig. A2 ) was calibrated in two steps. First, the climate sensitivity ( T 2× ) for each of the C 4 MIP models was derived by prescribing each models' CO 2 concentrations (for runs that included temperature feedbacks on the carbon cycle) and calibrating MAGICC's climate sensitivity (using default MAGICC settings for other parameters) to obtain optimal (least squares) agreement with the C 4 MIP temperature projection (see Table B4 ). The calibration period was the full period over which data were available, i.e., from model-specific starting years between 1765 and 1901 until 2100. Subsequently, MAGICC's main carbon cycle parameters were adjusted in order to optimally match the C 4 MIP model-specific carbon fluxes and pool sizes for both the feedback and non-feedback cases (a total of 14 timeseries).
The initial MAGICC carbon fluxes were obtained from the available C 4 MIP datasets, specifically the net primary productivity (NPP ini ) and total heterotrophic respiration ( R ini comprising R, Q a and U ). A partitioning (5:95) is assumed across all models for the initial carbon pool sizes of the detritus (D ini ), and soil box (S ini ), as only the aggregated dead carbon pool is provided for the C 4 MIP models. C 4 MIP's initial living carbon pool is equated to MAGICC's plant (P ini ) carbon pool. The start year for fertilization and temperature effects has been assumed to be the first year of the available C 4 MIP dataseries (first model years ranging from 1765 to 1901; see Table B4 .)
Using these initial conditions for carbon fluxes and pools, 13 MAGICC carbon cycle parameters were calibrated. The semi-automatic procedure involves 2000 randomly drawn parameter sets, each run once for the coupled (i.e., including temperature feedbacks) and once for the uncoupled (excluding temperature feedbacks) scenarios. The 'best match' parameter set was then chosen as initialization to an automated optimization procedure that fulfils a pre-selected error tolerance criterion after approximately another 1000 iterations. By adjusting the 13 MAGICC parameters, the procedure minimizes the weighted least-squares differences between MAGICC and 14 available time series; namely, the air-to-land, air-to-ocean, Net Primary Production (NPP), and heterotrophic respiration (R, Q a and U ) fluxes, as well as the living and dead carbon pools and CO 2 concentrations for both the with-feedback and no-feedback runs. See Appendix B for details.
The three ocean carbon cycle parameters involved in the calibration are: a) the CO 2 gas exchange rate k (yr −1 ) between the atmosphere and the upper mixed ocean layer (Eq. A22); b) the temperature sensitivity α T of the sea surface partial pressure (see Eq. A27); c) a scaling factor γ to scale the impulse response function r t for the inorganic carbon perturbation in the mixed layer (so that r t =γ r t /(γ r t +(1−r t )) for times lower than one year and a constant scaling factor γ =(r t=1 /r t=1 ) for longer response times, i.e., r t =γ r t for t>1. The transition year for the scaling factor is chosen to match the transition time between the initial polynomial and subsequent exponential expression in the impulse response function representing the 3D-GFDL model. This particular two-part scaling of the impulse response function has been chosen to allow a linear scaling over medium and long timescales (cf. Fig. 7b in Joos et al., 1996) , while ensuring a continuous impulse response function from year zero onwards.
The calibrated terrestrial carbon cycle model parameters determine the flux partitioning inside MAGICC; namely, the fraction of the plant box flux L going to the detritus box (φ H ), and the fraction of the detritus box outbound flux Q going to the soil box (Q S ). Comparison with the nofeedback runs allowed estimation of the fertilization parameters β m and β s , where β m refers to whether a standard logarithmic formulation for fertilization is used (β m =1.0), or the rectangular hyperbolic formulation (β m =2.0), or any linear combination of these two formulations (1.0<β m <2.0), cf. Wigley (2000) . β s denotes the fertilization factor itself (see Sect. A1.1, Eq. A15 and Eq. A20). The temperature feedback parameters σ i of the carbon fluxes NPP, Q and U (cf. Fig. A2 ) were estimated by matching the difference between the with-feedback and no-feedback runs.
Carbon cycle calibration results
MAGICC has been successfully calibrated against ten of the C 4 MIP carbon cycle models, as shown for atmospheric concentrations under the SRES A2 scenario (Fig. 6) , and for all 14 available carbon pool and flux timeseries (Fig. B4) . See also Table B4 for calibrated parameters. C 4 MIP used CO 2 emissions in line with the illustrative SRES A2 scenario and treated net land-use emissions as lumped together with fossil and industrial sources, i.e., without taking into account changes in biospheric carbon pools due to deforestation. Given that not all C 4 MIP models used exactly the same emissions, we used the model-specific emission timeseries for the calibration. The overall range across C 4 MIP models of 2100 CO 2 concentrations (732 to 1025 ppm) is well matched by the emulations (732 ppm to 1012 ppm). For these with-feedback cases, differences in 2100 range between −23 and +2 ppm (RMSE = 10 ppm) for individual models. The match with the IPSL CM2C model in the with-feedback case is the least optimal (see Table B4 ). Over 2000 to 2100, the RMSE, averaged across all models, is very small, 3.5 ppm. For the no-feedback case, i.e., the runs in which the carbon cycle did not see changes in the climate, differences between emulations and the C 4 MIP results range between −15 and +15 ppm for concentrations in 2100 (RMSE = 9 ppm, not shown in Table B4 ).
The additional uncertainty introduced by the emulations is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the C 4 MIP inter-model spread. The average error (RMSE) introduced if one model's CO 2 concentration (with-feedback case) were simply approximated by another carbon cycle model's projection is 38.4 ppm over 2000 to 2100 (cf. 3.5 ppm for the emulations) and 128 ppm for 2100 concentrations (cf. 10 ppm for the emulations). While the optimization procedure placed the largest weights on fitting atmospheric CO 2 concentrations, the six other available C 4 MIP time series, namely the terrestrial C-uptake, oceanic C-uptake, Net Primary Production (NPP), terrestrial living C-pool, terrestrial dead C-pool and the total respiration were also well matched for each model (see Fig. 6 and Fig. B4 ).
Discussion of MAGICC emulation limitations and justification for time-varying climate sensitivities
This section briefly summarizes some limitations that should be kept in mind when using the emulation results (Sect. 6.1).
A possible alternative to emulating apparent time-varying climate sensitivities is briefly discussed (Sect. 6.2).
Limitations
Firstly, limitations arise in the original AOGCM and C 4 MIP models themselves. Even if an emulation technique were able to perfectly match the mean responses over a wide range of scenarios, emulations can not mimic the 'real world' any better than the original models. Clearly, there are still significant developments to be expected in the realism of some aspects of both climate and carbon cycle models. The current carbon cycle models face substantial uncertainties, related to, for example, nitrogen fertilization, modeling of fire regimes, ocean circulation and chemistry, etc.
A second limitation arises from the incomplete quantitative knowledge of the forcings, including the forcing patterns, that each AOGCM was subject to, which limits our ability to correctly extract the characteristic AOGCM responses to those forcings. A consequence of this is that calibrations, even if perfect, may over-or under-estimate the climate response of an AOGCM under a given forcing depending on whether the estimated forcing is more or less than the actual AOGCM forcing. Suppose, for example, that an AOGCM includes the first indirect aerosol effect resulting in an effective radiative forcing of −0.4 Wm −2 by 2005 relative to 1750, and that MAGICC attempts to emulate this AOGCM using the IPCC AR4 best-estimate effective forcing of −0.7 Wm −2 . MAGICC will then underestimate the temperature response of that AOGCM over the historical period, if the climate sensitivity were not adjusted upwards. The calibrated MAGICC sensitivity would then be too high. In the absence of detailed model-specific forcing information, there is no solution to this problem. Use of the independently derived forcings from F&T does not solve this problem, because these authors had to assume a climate sensitivity for each model in order to back out the forcings from temperature and heat-uptake time series. Their forcing results are thus naturally dependent on the assumed climate sensitivities. This would lead to a somewhat circular analysis, if MAGICC attempted to back out the climate sensitivity using these forcings.
Thirdly, there are uncertainties as to how AOGCM and carbon cycle models would behave for scenarios outside the tested range. Although the SRES A2 AOGCM response was successfully emulated without having been used for calibration, the extrapolation of the calibration results to other emissions scenarios faces inherent uncertainties. This is even more important for the C 4 MIP intercomparison, which was constrained to assessment of a single emissions scenario, SRES A2, and was limited to the period up to 2100 only. There are still considerable uncertainties in how the carbon cycle might react to, for example, peaking scenarios with increasing, then decreasing radiative temperatures and/or concentrations, and in long-term responses beyond 2100. Nevertheless, the choice of a relatively medium-high emissions scenario SRES A2 was useful, as it somewhat constrains the upper bound on the likely strength of the carbon cycle feedbacks during at least the 21st century. Future intercomparison projects would benefit from using a wider range of low and high emissions scenarios. While calibrations to C 4 MIP have this limitation, we note that earlier (but similar) versions of MAGICC have successfully emulated other carbon cycle models over a wide range of scenarios (Wigley et al., 2007) .
Fourthly, MAGICC6, by virtue of its model structure, must be limited to a subspace of the possible climate and carbon cycle responses. However, the model-by-model comparisons of key variables between the emulations and the original AOGCM and C 4 MIP data did not reveal any major structural biases or limitations in MAGICC6 (see Figs. B1, B2, B3 and B4). This gives some confidence in applying MAGICC over a wide range of scenarios. Nevertheless, structural limitations might become apparent when attempting to emulate new scenarios outside the calibrated range.
Fifthly, MAGICC is limited to emulating temperature changes (and closely related variables such as oceanic heat uptake or thermal expansion). Precipitation changes, for example, are not modeled in MAGICC, even though we recognize that these are an important driver of climate change impacts. It is possible to extend MAGICC results using, for example, a pattern scaling approach (Santer et al., 1990; Mitchell, 2003) to obtain projections of the spatial patterns of temperature, sea-level pressure and precipitation, as in the MAGICC/SCENGEN software (Wigley, 2008, available here: www.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/wigley/magicc/). Future developments might refine and extend the capability to emulate variables of interest for global change analysis (see, e.g., Frieler et al., 2011) .
Sixthly, the calibration procedure itself is subject to limitations. For example, due to the complexity of the AOGCM data, there may be errors in the data used for calibration (see the example noted above for the ECHO-G data in Sect. 4.2.4). Furthermore, for ocean heat uptake data we used both the net integrated ocean heat uptake as well as the total radiative flux at the top of the atmosphere, if the former data were not available, introducing small errors due to the effect of the land and cryosphere heat uptake.
Finally, there is the limitation that MAGICC is a simple model with a high level of parameterization. For example, in the C 4 MIP carbon cycle calibration procedure the globalmean temperature is taken as the proxy for changes in the patterns of temperature, precipitation, cloudiness etc., which are the actual driving forces in more sophisticated carbon cycle models as well as in the real world. The skill of the emulations suggests that this is a reasonable approximation, at least for the assessed scenario.
Forcing adjustments as an alternative approach to time-variable climate sensitivity
This subsection discusses a potential alternative approach to explain and emulate phenomena currently represented by time-varying climate sensitivities. A number of recent studies suggest that there are relatively fast forcing adjustments following an increase in CO 2 forcing (Andrews and Forster, 2008; Gregory and Webb, 2008; Williams et al., 2008; Doutriaux-Boucher et al., 2009 ). Time-varying sensitivities might therefore be considered 'an artefact of using conventional forcings' (Williams et al., 2008) .
Part of the debate may be a terminology issue, i.e., defining what is a forcing and what is regarded as a feedback.
For example, cloud effects may follow tropospheric temperature and lapse rate adjustments, before noticeable changes are apparent in surface temperatures, and the question is: are these to be regarded as an indirect forcing effect or a feedback? Assuming that forcings and feedbacks could be freely redefined, then estimating a forcing value by regressing surface temperature changes against the top of the atmosphere radiative imbalance (Gregory et al., 2004) will, by construction, lead to a less time-variant diagnosed feedback parameter. However, a constant feedback that works well for medium to longer-time scales may come at the cost of not being able to emulate sufficiently well the first decades of climate response. In this respect, Williams et al. (2008) propose a time-varying forcing adjustment function, G, to emulate the initial response more closely, if the feedback parameter is assumed constant. Thus, although having gained the advantage of a simplified representation for longer-term idealized stabilization scenarios, emulating the response to more realistic scenarios with changing forcings might be equally cumbersome. Given that these forcing adjustments seem to be highly model-dependent (see e.g. Table 2 in Williams et al., 2008) , the theoretical beauty of distinguishing between model-independent forcing and AOGCM-dependent feedbacks and inertia parameters is lost.
Of practical importance is whether alternative parameterizations will lead to improved emulation skill. Parameterizations based on short-term forcing adjustments could for example have substantial advantages, if they strongly differ among forcing agents. Rather than taking into account efficacies of the conventional forcings (as this study does), one could take any fast semi-direct and indirect forcing adjustments explicitly into account. However, if time-varying climate sensitivities can be adequately calibrated in simpler models across a range of scenarios, then the emulation skill for the climate response would be no worse in comparison to an approach where fast forcing adjustments are taken into account, but with assumed constant climate sensitivity. In reality, both fast forcing adjustments and time-varying or climate-state dependent feedbacks will be at play and more research is needed to gain a better understanding of these phenomena.
Recently, Doutriaux-Boucher et al. (2009) pointed to a possible indirect forcing mechanism that is specific to CO 2 : namely, the physiological response to increased CO 2 concentration by plants via stomatal conductance changes leading to a CO 2 forcing enhancement of roughly 10%. This is because the resulting reduced evaporation over land areas (in their analysis) induces a reduction in low cloud cover, which then has the forcing effect. If this is found to be a realistic effect, future versions of MAGICC will attempt to include it explicitly.
We anticipate that further studies into the fast and longerterm forcing adjustments will help to refine the optimal parameterizations required to emulate AOGCMs in the future.
Conclusions
In the preparation of the IPCC AR4, various resource constraints meant that only limited inter-model comparisons and syntheses were possible, both for AOGCMs and carbon cycle models. The question arises, therefore, as to how to make best use of a limited number of climate and carbon cycle model data sets, particularly with regard to their application to a wider range of emissions scenarios. A carefully calibrated model of lower complexity, which accounts realistically for key earth system components, and which is sufficiently flexible to emulate the large-scale results of more sophisticated models, is likely the most appropriate way. Thus, a simple coupled gas-cycle/climate model can function as an elaborate interpolation and (to a limited extent) extrapolation tool.
We have presented here an updated version of the simple gas-cycle/climate model, MAGICC, with enhanced representations of time-varying climate sensitivities, carbon cycle feedbacks, aerosol forcings and ocean heat uptake characteristics.
MAGICC6 has been calibrated to 19 CMIP3 AOGCMs, and has been shown to closely reproduce the global-mean and hemispheric land/ocean temperature changes for both idealized and SRES multi-gas emissions scenarios. In our companion paper , we show that for any given SRES emissions scenario, inter-model uncertainties in global-mean temperatures over the 21st century are roughly −30% to +40% -in line with the asymmetric shape of the −40% to +60% expert judgement based on multiple lines of evidence (cf. Meehl et al., 2007) . In comparison, the errors introduced by the emulations are substantially smaller, i.e. below 2.2% for the multi-model mean and, on average, 7% for the individual AOGCM models.
Similarly, emulations for the C 4 MIP carbon cycle models were able to closely reproduce carbon pools, fluxes and atmospheric CO 2 concentrations. When climate feedbacks on the carbon cycle are included, MAGICC6 emulates 2100 CO 2 concentrations for individual C 4 MIP models with a 10 ppm deviation (RMSE), which is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the inter-model range of variation (128 ppm RMSE). Thus, MAGICC6 is well suited for emulating both AOGCM and carbon cycle model responses for a variety of research purposes.
In addition, a simple model can help us to understand the behavior of and differences between AOGCMs. For example, MAGICC6 has shown here, confirming earlier studies, that the effective climate sensitivity varies over time in many AOGCMs when conventional forcing definitions are used. Possible alternative interpretations of AOGCM responses by relatively fast forcing adjustments are briefly discussed (see Sect. 6.2). As a specific example, we have shown that sensitivity estimates based on only the first 70 years of idealized 1% scenarios may be unrepresentative of longer time periods. We have also demonstrated that equilibrium sensitivities based on slab ocean versions of specific AOGCMs can differ noticeably from effective sensitivities derived from transient experiments (see Table 4 ).
In summary, simple coupled gas-cycle/climate models like MAGICC6, provided they are properly calibrated over a wide range of emissions scenarios against more complex climate and gas cycle models, serve as useful tools for the analysis, extension and synthesis of the results from large model intercomparison exercises. Furthermore, simple coupled models allow us to greatly expand the range of emissions scenarios that can be assessed by gas-cycle/AOGCMs, primarily because of the high computational demands of the complex models. Scientists, policy analysts and decision makers involved in the study and assessment of climate impacts, and adaptation and mitigation strategies, rely heavily on physical climate system projections that go beyond single-model, single-scenario studies. Emulation tools like MAGICC provide an important facility of benefit to both the research and stakeholder communities.
Appendix A MAGICC model description
This appendix provides a detailed description of MAG-ICC6 and its different modules (see Fig. A1 ). Specifically, subsections describe MAGICC's carbon cycle (Sect. A1), the atmospheric-chemistry parameterizations and derivation of non-CO 2 concentrations (Sect. A2), radiative forcing routines (Sect. A3), and the climate module to get from radiative forcing to hemispheric (land and ocean, separately) and global-mean temperatures (Sect. A4), as well as oceanic heat uptake. Finally, details are provided on the implementation scheme for the upwelling-diffusion-entrainment ocean climate module (Sect. A5). A technical upgrade is that MAGICC6 has been re-coded in Fortran95, updated from previous Fortran77 versions. It should be noted that nearly all of the MAGICC6 code is directly based on the earlier MAGICC versions programmed by Wigley and Raper (1987; .
A1 The Carbon cycle
A change in atmospheric CO 2 concentration, C, is determined by CO 2 emissions from fossil and industrial sources (E foss ), other directly human-induced CO 2 emissions from or removals to the terrestrial biosphere (E lu ), the contribution from oxidized methane of fossil fuel origin (E fCH 4 ), the flux due to ocean carbon uptake (F ocn ) and the net carbon uptake or release by the terrestrial biosphere (F terr ) due to CO 2 fertilization and climate feedbacks. As in the C 4 MIP generation of carbon cycle models, no nitrogen or sulphur deposition effects on biospheric carbon uptake are included here (Thornton et al., 2009) . Hence, the budget Eq. (A1) for a change in atmospheric CO 2 concentrations is:
A1.1 Terrestrial carbon cycle
The terrestrial carbon cycle follows that in Wigley (1993) , in turn is based on Harvey (1989) . It is modeled with three boxes, one living plant box P (see Fig. A2 ) and two dead biomass boxes, of which one is for detritus H and one for organic matter in soils S. The plant box comprises woody material, leaves/needles, grass, and roots, but does not include the rapid turnover part of living biomass, which can be assumed to have a zero lifetime on the timescales of interest here (dashed extension of plant box P in Fig. A2 ). Thus, a fraction of gross primary product (GPP) cycles through the plant box directly back to the atmosphere due to autotrophic respiration and can be ignored (dashed arrows). Only the remaining part of GPP, namely the net primary production (NPP) is simulated. The NPP flux is channeled through the "rapid turnover" part of the plant box and partitioned into carbon fluxes to the remainder plant box (default g P =35%), detritus (g H =60%) and soil box (g S =1-g P -g H =5%). The plant box has two decay terms, litter production L and a part of gross deforestation D P gross . Litter production is partitioned to both the detritus (φ H =98%) and soil box (φ S =1-φ H =2%). Thus, the mass balance for the plant box is:
The detritus box has sources from litter production (φ H L) and sinks to the atmosphere due to land use (D H lu ), non-land use related oxidation (Q A ), and a sink to the soil box (Q S ). The mass balance for the detritus box is thus
The soil box has sources from litter production (φ S L), the detritus box (Q S ) and fluxes to the atmosphere due to land use (D S gross ), and non-land use related oxidation (U ). The mass balance for the soil box is thus
The decay rates (L, Q and U ) of each pool are assumed to be proportional to pool's box masses P , H and S, respectively. The turnover times τ P , τ H and τ S are determined by the initial steady-state conditions for box sizes and fluxes.
Constant relaxation times τ ensure that the box masses will relax back to their initial sizes if perturbed by a one-off land use change-related carbon release or uptake -assuming no changes in fertilization and temperature feedback terms. This relaxation acts as an effective regrowth term so that deforestation D gross =D P gross + D H gross + D S gross represents the gross land use emissions, related to net land use emissions E lu by regrowth
Gross land-use related emissions might be smaller (compared to a case where relaxation times are assumed constant) as some human land use activities, e.g. deforestation, can lead to persistent changes of the ecosystems over the time scales of interest, thereby preventing full regrowth to the initial state P 0 , H 0 or S 0 . A factor ψ is used to denote the fraction of gross deforestation that does not regrow (0≤ψ≤1). Thus, the relaxation times τ are made time-dependent according to the following equation:
Formulation for CO 2 fertilization CO 2 fertilization indicates the enhancement in net primary production (NPP) due to elevated atmospheric CO 2 concentration. As described in Wigley (2000) , there are two common forms used in simple models to simulate the CO 2 fertilization effect: (a) the logarithmic form (fertilization parameter β m =1) and (b) the rectangular hyperbolic or sigmoidal growth function (β m =2) (see e.g. . The rectangular hyperbolic formulation provides more realistic results for both low and high concentrations so that NPP does not rise without limit as CO 2 concentrations increase. Previous MAGICC versions include both formulations, but used the second as default. The code now allows use of a linear combination of both formulations (1≤β m ≤2). The classic logarithmic fertilization formulation calculates the enhancement of NPP as being proportional to the logarithm of the change in CO 2 concentrations C above the preindustrial level C 0 :
The rectangular hyperbolic parameterization for fertilization is given by
where N 0 is the net primary production and C 0 the CO 2 concentrations at pre-industrial conditions, C b the concentration value at which NPP is zero (default setting: C b =31 ppm, see Gifford, 1993) . For better comparability with models using the logarithmic formulation, following Wigley (2000) , the CO 2 fertilization factor β s expresses the NPP enhancement due to a CO 2 increase from 340 ppm to 680 ppm, valid under both formulations. Thus, MAGICC first determines the NPP ratio r for a given β s fertilization factor according to:
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 1417-1456, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/1417/2011/ Following from here, b in Eq. (A16) is determined by
which can in turn be used in Eq. (A16) to calculate the effective CO 2 fertilization factor β sig at time t as
MAGICC6 allows for an increased flexibility, as any linear combination between the two fertilization parameterizations can be chosen (1≤β m ≤2), so that the effective fertilization factor β eff is given by:
The CO 2 fertilization effect affects NPP so that β eff =NPP/NPP 0 .
MAGICC's terrestrial carbon cycle furthermore applies the fertilization factor to one of the heterotrophic respiration fluxes R that cycles through the detritus box, which makes up 18.5% of the total heterotrophic respiration ( R=R + U a + Q) at the initial steady-state.
Temperature effect on respiration and decomposition
Global-mean temperature increase is taken as a proxy for climate-related impacts on the carbon cycle fluxes induced by regional temperature, cloudiness or precipitation regime changes. Those impacts are commonly referred to as "climate feedbacks on the carbon cycle", or simply, "carbon cycle feedbacks". Here, the terrestrial carbon fluxes NPP, and the heterotrophic respiration/decomposition fluxes R, Q and U are scaled assuming an exponential relationship,
where T (t) is the temperature above a reference year level, e.g. for 1990 or 1900, and F i (F i ) stands for the (feedbackadjusted) fluxes NPP, R, Q and U . The parameters σ i (K −1 ) are their respective sensitivities to temperature changes. In order to model the actual change in Q and U , the relaxation times τ for the detritus and soil pool are adjusted, respectively. Land use CO 2 emissions in many emissions scenarios (e.g. SRES, Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000) reflect the net directly human-induced emissions. At each time-step, the gross land use emissions are subtracted from the plant, detritus and soil carbon pools. The difference between net and gross land use emissions is the CO 2 uptake due to regrowth. Thus, a separation between directly human-induced (deforestation-related) emissions and indirectly human-induced effects (regrowth) on the carbon cycle is required. As both regrowth and the temperature sensitivity are modeled by adjusting the turnover times, a no-feedback case is computed separately, retrieving the regrowth, then calculating the feedback-case including the formerly calculated regrowth.
A1.2 Ocean carbon cycle
For modeling the perturbation of ocean surface dissolved inorganic carbon, an efficient impulse response substitute for the 3D-GFDL model Sarmiento et al. (1992) is incorporated into MAGICC. The applied analytical representation of the pulse response function is provided in Appendix A.2.2 of Joos et al. (1996) . The sea-to-air flux F ocn is determined by the partial pressure differential for CO 2 between the atmosphere C and surface layer of the ocean ρCO 2
where k is the global average gas exchange coefficient (see Joos et al., 2001) . This exchange coefficient is here calibrated to the individual C 4 MIP carbon cycle models (default value (7.66 yr) −1 ). The perturbation in dissolved inorganic carbon in the surface ocean CO 2 (t) at any point t in time is obtained from the convolution integral of the mixed layer impulse response function r s and the net air-to-sea flux F ocn :
The impulse response function r s is given for the time immediately after the impulse injection (<1 yr) by (see Appendix A.2.4 of Joos et al., 1996) : 
The relationship between the perturbation to dissolved inorganic carbon CO 2 (t) and ocean surface partial pressures ρCO 2 (T 0 ) (expressed in ppm or µatm) at the preindustrial temperature level T 0 is given by Eq. (A23) in Joos et al. (2001) . Furthermore, the temperature-sensitivity effect on CO 2 solubility and hence oceanic carbon uptake is parameterized with a simple exponential expression. The modeled partial pressure ρCO 2 (t) increases with sea surface temperatures according to:
where α T (default α T =0.0423 K −1 ) is the sensitivity of the sea surface partial pressure to changes in temperature ( T ) away from the preindustrial level (see Eq. A24 in Joos et al., 2001 , based on Takahashi et al., 1993) .
A2 Non-CO 2 concentrations
This section provides the formulas used to convert emissions to concentrations, while Sect. A3 provides details on the derivation of radiative forcings.
A2.1 Methane
Natural emissions of methane are inferred by balancing the budget for a user-defined historical period, e.g. from 1980-1990, so that
where E n ø , E f ø and E b ø are the average natural, fossil and land use related emissions, respectively; θ is the conversion factor between atmospheric concentrations and mass loadings. C ø (and C ø ) are the average (annual changes in) concentrations. The net atmospheric lifetime τ tot in the case of methane consists of the atmospheric chemical lifetime and lifetimes that characterize the soil and other (e.g. stratospheric) sink components according to
The feedback of methane on tropospheric OH and its own lifetime follows the results of the OxComp work (tropospheric oxidant model comparison) (see Ehhalt et al., 2001 , in particular Table 4 .11), which provides simple parameterizations for simulating complex three-dimensional atmospheric chemistry models. As default, tropospheric OH abundances are assumed to decrease by 0.32% for every 1% increase in CH 4 . The change in tropospheric OH abundances is thus modeled as:
where S OH x is the sensitivity of tropospheric OH towards CH 4 , NOx, CO and VOC, with default values of −0.32, +0.0042, −1.05e-4 and −3.15e-4, respectively. Increases in tropospheric OH abundances decrease the tropospheric lifetime τ of methane (default 9.6 yrs −1 ), which is approximated as a simple exponential relationship τ CH 4 ,tropos = τ where S τ CH 4 is the temperature sensitivity coefficient (default S τ CH 4 =3.16e-2 • C −1 ) and T is the temperature change above a user-definable year, e.g. 1990.
A2.2 Nitrous oxide
As for methane, natural nitrous oxide emissions are estimated by a budget Eq. A28. For nitrous oxide however, the average concentrations C ø =C ø−3 are taken for a period shifted by 3 years to account for a three year delay of transport of tropospheric N 2 O to the main stratospheric sink. The feedback of the atmospheric burden C N 2 O of nitrous oxide on its own lifetime is approximated by:
where S τ N 2 O is the sensitivity coefficient (default S τ N 2 O =−5e-2) and the superscript " 0 " indicates a preindustrial reference state.
A2.3 Tropospheric aerosols
Due to their short atmospheric residence time, changes in hemispheric abundances of aerosols are approximated by changes in their hemispheric emissions. Historical emissions of tropospheric aerosols are extended into the future either by emissions scenarios (SO x , NO x , CO) or, if scenario data are not available, with proxy emissions, e.g. using CO as a proxy emission for OC and BC. As with many other emissions scenarios, the harmonized IPCC SRES scenarios do not provide black (BC) and organic carbon (OC) emissions. Hence, various ad-hoc scaling approaches have been applied, often scaling BC and OC synchronously (Takemura et al., 2006) , sometimes linearly with CO 2 emissions. The MES-SAGE emissions scenario modeling group is one of the few explicitly including BC and OC emissions in their multi-gas emissions scenarios (Rao et al., 2005; Rao and Riahi, 2006) . By analyzing MESSAGE scenarios, a scaling factor was derived for this study in relation to carbon monoxide emissions (CO), varying linearly in time to 0.4 by 2100 relative to current BC/CO or OC/CO emission ratios.
A2.4 Halogenated gases
The derivation of concentrations of halogenated gases controlled under either the Kyoto or Montreal Protocol assumes time-variable lifetimes. The net atmospheric lifetime τ i of each halogenated gas is calculated by summing the inverse lifetimes related to stratospheric, OH-related and other sinks. Stratospheric lifetimes are assumed to decrease 15% per degree of global mean surface temperature warming, due to an increased Brewer-Dobson circulation (Butchart and Scaife, 2001) . Tropospheric OH-related losses are scaled by parameterized changes in OH-abundances, matching the respective changes in the lifetime of methane. The concentration C t,i for the beginning of each year t is updated, using a central differencing formulation, according to:
where E t,i is the average emissions of gas i through year t, C t,i the atmospheric concentration of gas i in year t, ρ atm the average density of air, m atm the total mass of the atmosphere (Trenberth and Guillemot, 1994) , and µ i is the mass per mol of gas i. For hydrogenated halocarbons, the tropospheric OH-related lifetimes are assumed to vary in proportion to the changes in methane lifetime.
A3 Radiative forcing
The following section highlights the key parameterizations used for estimating the radiative forcing due to humaninduced changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, tropospheric ozone and aerosols. The radiative forcing applied in MAGICC is in general the forcing at tropopause level after stratospheric temperature adjustment. Efficacies of the forcings, as discussed by Hansen et al. (2005) and Meehl et al. (2007) can be applied.
A3.1 Carbon dioxide
Taking into account the "saturation" effect of CO 2 forcing, i.e., the decreasing forcing efficiency for a unit increases of CO 2 concentrations with higher background concentrations, the first IPCC Assessment (Shine et al., 1990) presented the simplified expression of the form:
where Q CO 2 is the adjusted radiative forcing by CO 2 (Wm −2 ) for a CO 2 concentration C (ppm) above the preindustrial concentration C 0 (278 ppm). This expression proved to be a good approximation, although the scaling parameter α CO 2 has since been updated to a best-estimate of 5.35 Wm −2 (= 3.71 ln(2) Wm −2 ) (Myhre et al., 1998) , used as default in MAGICC. When applying AOGCM-specific CO 2 forcing, α CO 2 is set to:
A3.2 Methane and nitrous oxide
Methane and nitrous oxide have overlapping absorption bands so that higher concentrations of one gas will reduce the effective absorption by the other and vice versa. This is reflected in the standard simplified expression for methane and nitrous oxide forcing, Q CH4 and Q N2O , respectively (see Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Myhre et al., 1998) :
where the overlap is captured by the function
+0.007
with M and N being CH 4 and N 2 O concentrations in ppb. For methane, an additional forcing factor due to methaneinduced enhancement of stratospheric water vapor content is included. This enhancement is assumed to be proportional to (default β=15%) the "pure" methane radiative forcing, i.e., without subtraction of N 2 O absorption band overlaps:
A3.3 Tropospheric ozone
From the tropospheric ozone precursor emissions and following the updated parameterizations of OxComp as given in footnote a of Table 4 .11 in Ehhalt et al. (2001) , the change in hemispheric tropospheric ozone concentrations (in DU) is parameterized as:
x are the respective sensitivity coefficients of tropospheric ozone to methane concentrations and precursor emissions. The radiative forcing is then approximated by a linear abundance to forcing relationship so that Q tropO 3 =α tropO3 (tropO 3 ) with α tropO3 being the radiative efficiency factor (default 0.042).
A3.4 Halogenated gases
The global-mean radiative forcing Q t,i of halogenated gases is simply derived from their atmospheric concentrations C (Sect. A2.4) and radiative efficiencies i (following Ehhalt et al., 2001, Table 4 .11).
The land-ocean forcing contrast in each hemisphere for halogenated gases is assumed to follow the one Hansen et al. (2005) estimated for CFC-11. The hemispheric forcing contrast is dependent on the lifetime of the gas. For short-lived gases (<1 yr) the hemispheric forcing contrast is assumed to equal the time-variable hemispheric emission ratio. For longer lived gases (default >8 yrs), the hemispheric forcing contrast is assumed to equal the one from CFC-11 with linear scaling in between these two approaches for gases with a medium lifetime.
A3.5 Stratospheric ozone
Depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer causes a negative global-mean radiative forcing Q t . The depletion and hence radiative forcing is assumed to be dependent on the equivalent effective stratospheric chlorine (EESC) concentrations as follows:
where η 1 is a sensitivity scaling factor (default −4.49e-4 Wm −2 ), EESC t the EESC concentrations above 1980 levels (in ppb), the factor η 2 equals 1 100 (ppb −1 ) and η 3 is the sensitivity exponent (default 1.7).
EESC concentrations are derived from the modeled concentrations of 16 ozone depleting substances controlled under the Montreal Protocol, their respective chlorine and bromine atoms, fractional release factors and a bromine versus chlorine ozone depletion efficiency (default 45) (Daniel et al., 1999 ).
A3.6 Tropospheric aerosols
The direct effect of aerosols is approximated by simple linear forcing-abundance relationships for sulfate, nitrate, black carbon and organic carbon. Time-variable hemispheric abundances of these short-lived aerosols are in turn approximated by their hemispheric emissions, justifiable because of their very short lifetimes. The ratio of direct forcing over land and ocean areas in each hemisphere is taken from Hansen et al. (2005) (available at http://data.giss.nasa.gov/efficacy/). Specifying the direct radiative forcing patterns for one particular year, and knowing the hemispheric emissions in that year, allows us to define the future forcing as a function of future emissions.
The indirect radiative forcing, formerly modeled as dependent on SO x abundances only (Wigley, 1991a) , is now estimated by taking into account time-series of sulfate, nitrate, black carbon and organic carbon optical thickness:
where Q Alb,i is the first indirect aerosol forcing in the four atmospheric boxes i, representing land and ocean areas in each hemisphere; P Alb is the four-element pattern of aerosol indirect effects related to albedo (Twomey, 1977) in a reference year. The second indirect effect on cloud cover changes (Albrecht, 1989 ) is modeled equivalently -using a reference year pattern P Cvr,i . The respective default patterns are derived from data displayed in Fig. 13 of Hansen et al. (2005) . The scaling factor r allows one to specify a global-mean first or second indirect forcing for a specific reference year. The time-variable number concentrations of soluble aerosols N g,i relative to their pre-industrial level in each hemisphere N 0 g,i are normed to unity in that reference year. This is done separately for sulfates, nitrates, black carbon and organic carbon. For the latter, the differential solubility from industrial (fossil fuel) and biomass burning sources is taken into account (default solubility ratio 0.6/0.8) (Hansen et al., 2005) . The default contribution shares w g of the individual aerosol types g to the indirect aerosol effect were assigned to reflect the preliminary results by Hansen et al. (2005) , namely 36% for sulfates, 36% for organic carbon, 23% for nitrates and 5% for black carbon. Note, however, that these estimates of the importance of non-SOx aerosol contributions are very uncertain, not least because the solubility, e.g. for organic carbon and nitrates have large uncertainties. The number concentrations N g,i are here approximated by historical optical thickness estimates (as provided on http://data.giss.nasa.gov/efficacy/ see as well Supplement) and extrapolated into the future by scaling with hemispheric emissions. The general logarithmic relation between number concentrations and forcing is based on the findings by Wigley and Raper (1992) ; Wigley (1991a); Gultepe and Isaac (1999) and as well used in Hansen et al. (2005) .
A4 From forcing to temperatures: the upwelling-diffusion climate model
In the early stages, MAGICC's climate module evolved from the simple climate model introduced by Hoffert et al. (1980) . MAGICC's atmosphere has four boxes with zero heat capacity, one over land and one over ocean for each hemisphere. The atmospheric boxes over the ocean are coupled to the mixed layer of the ocean hemispheres, with a set of n-1 vertical layers below (see Fig. A1 ). The heat exchange between the oceanic layers is driven by vertical diffusion and advection. In the previous model versions, the ocean area profile is uniform with depth and the corresponding downwelling is modeled as a stream of polar sinking water from the top mixed layer to the bottom layer. In this study, an updated upwelling-diffusion-entrainment (UDE) ocean model is implemented with a depth-dependent ocean area (from HadCM2). For simplicity, the following equations govern the uniform area upwelling-diffusion version of the model. Section A5 provides details on the UDE algorithms. 
A4.1 Partitioning of feedbacks
In order to improve the comparability between MAGICC and AOGCMs, and following earlier versions of MAGICC, we use different feedback parameters over land and ocean. This requires an adjustable land to ocean warming ratio in equilibrium based on AOGCM results. Given that in equilibrium the oceanic heat uptake is zero, the global energy balance equation can be written as:
where Q G , λ G and T G are the global-mean forcing, feedback, and temperature change, respectively. The right hand side uses the area fractions f , feedbacks λ, and mean temperature changes, T for ocean (O) and land (L). As in earlier versions of MAGICC, the non-linear set of equations that determines λ O and λ L for a given set of equilibrium land-ocean warming ratio RLO (= T L / T O ), global-mean feedback λ G , heat exchange and enhancement factors (k, µ), is solved by an iterative procedure involving the set of linear Eqs. (A46-A49), seeking the solution for λ L closest to λ G . The procedure in version 6 has been modified slightly to take into account the time-constant radiative forcing pattern by CO 2 for the four boxes with hemispheric land/ocean regions, if prescribed.
Following Wigley and Schlesinger (1985) , it is assumed that the atmosphere is in equilibrium with the underlying ocean mixed layer, so that the energy balance equation for the Northern Hemispheric ocean (NO) is:
where T NO is the surface temperature change over the Northern Hemisphere ocean, Q NO the radiative forcing over that region, f NO the northern ocean's area fraction of the earth surface, k LO the land-ocean heat exchange coefficient [W m −2• C −1 ], a heat transport enhancement factor µ allowing for asymmetric heat exchange between land and ocean (1≤µ -see Sect. A4.2 below), k NS is the hemispheric heat exchange coefficient in the mixed layer. Following Raper and Cubasch (1996) α is a sea-ice related adjustment factor to relate upper ocean temperature change to surface air temperature change (see Sect. A4.5). Correspondingly, the equilibrium energy balance equations for the Northern Hemisphere land (NL), Southern Hemisphere ocean (SO) and Southern Hemisphere land (SL) are:
As detailed below (Sect. A4.3), if the sensitivity factor ξ is set different from zero (see Eq. A51), it is possible to make the feedback factors λ in the energy balance equation dependent on the total radiative forcing. This forcing dependence of the feedback factors and the heat exchange enhancement factors are newly introduced in this version of MAGICC. The following two sections. (A4.2 and A4.2) are intended to provide both the motivation and details of these new parameterizations.
A4.2 Revised land-ocean heat exchange formulation
This section highlights a "geometric" effect that can cause effective climate sensitivities to change over time. The globalmean sensitivity may increase simply due to decreasing landocean warming ratios, given that climate feedbacks over land and ocean areas are different. To control the relative temperature changes over ocean and land, a heat transport enhancement factor µ is introduced. Enhancing the ocean-to-land heat transport (µ≥1) has the benefit that the simple climate model can better simulate some characteristic AOGCM responses. In the idealized forcing runs, AOGCMs often show a transient land-ocean warming ratio that slightly decreases over time, but stays above unity, combined with an increasing effective climate sensitivity in some models (see bottom rows in Fig. B1, B2 , and B3). The higher land than ocean warming (RLO>1) could be achieved by a smaller feedback (greater climate sensitivity) over land compared to the ocean boxes. However, as the land-ocean warming ratio decreases over time (due to less and less ocean heat uptake towards equilibrium), so would the effective global-mean climate sensitivity in previous model versions. The method used here, to allow both a RLO above unity and a non-decreasing effective climate sensitivity, assumes that ocean temperature perturbations influence the heat exchange more than land temperature changes. This asymmetric heat exchange formulation is then given by:
where HX LO is the land-ocean heat exchange (positive in direction land to ocean), µ is the ocean-to-land enhancement factor and T L and T O are the temperature perturbations for the land and ocean region, respectively (cf. Eq. A46 ff.). Typical values for µ range between 1 and 1.4 as estimated from calibrating the CMIP3 ensemble (see Table B3 ).
A4.3 Accounting for climate-state dependent feedbacks
Some AOGCM runs indicate higher effective climate sensitivities for higher forcings and/or temperatures. For example, the ECHAM5/MPI-OM model shows an effective climate sensitivity of approximately 3.5 • C after stabilization at twice pre-industrial CO 2 concentrations and 4 • C for stabilization at quadrupled pre-industrial CO 2 concentrations (see Fig. 1b -see as well Raper et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2005) . Given that the transient land-ocean warming ratio is the same for the 1pctto2× and 1pctto4× runs (see Fig. B1 last row), the 'geometric' effect discussed in the Sect. A4.2 would not explain this increase in climate sensitivity. An alternative explanation could be that climate feedbacks are climate-state dependent. The assumption in the standard energy balance Eq.
(1) with a constant global feedback (λ), with its attendant requirement that the outgoing energy flux scales proportionally with temperature change, may be an oversimplification. For example, the slow feedback due to retreating ice-sheets can lead to changes in the diagnosed effective sensitivities in AOGCMs (see e.g. Raper et al., 2001 ) over long time-scales. Hansen et al. (2005) show that the 100-year climate response in the GISS model is more sensitive to higher forcings than to lower or negative forcings. Hansen et al. (2005) express this effect by increasing efficacies for increasing radiative forcing. Table 1 in Hansen et al. (2005) suggests a gradient of roughly 1% increase in efficacy for each additional Wm −2 (OLS-regression of E a versus F a across the full range of CO 2 experiments), although some intervals (e.g. from 1.25 to 1.5×CO 2 ) show a slightly higher sensitivity of efficacy to forcing, i.e., 3% per Wm −2 . Rather than making the efficacies dependent on forcing, an alternative is to make the climate sensitivity dependent on the forcing level. This distinction, on whether to modify forcing or sensitivity, is not important when the climate system is at or close to equilibrium. However, if the efficacies of the forcing, instead of the feedback parameters are allowed to vary with forcing, the transient climate response after a change in forcing will be slightly faster. In this MAGICC version, if a forcing dependency of the sensitivity is assumed, the land and ocean feedback parameters λ L and λ O are scaled as
where λ 2× is the feedback parameter (=
) at the forcing level for twice pre-industrial CO 2 concentrations. The sensitivity factor ξ (KW −1 m 2 ) scales the climate sensitivity in proportion to the difference of forcing away from the model-specific "twice pre-industrial CO 2 forcing level" ( Q− Q 2× ). The 1% increase in efficacy for each additional unit forcing in Hansen's findings translates into a feedback sensitivity factor ξ of 0.03 KW −1 m 2 (assuming a climate sensitivity T 2× of 3 • C). Note that this scaling convention (Eq. A51) ensures that climate sensitivities are comparable for the equilibrium warming that corresponds to twice preindustrial CO 2 concentration levels (see Table 4 ).
A4.4 Efficacies
Efficacy is defined as the ratio of global-mean temperature response for a particular radiative forcing divided by the global-mean temperature response for the same amount of global-mean radiative forcing induced by CO 2 (see Sect. 2.8.5 in Forster et al., 2007) . In most cases, the efficacies are different for different forcing agents because of the geographical and vertical distributions of the forcing (Boer and Yu, 2003; Joshi et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2005) . The effective radiative forcing ( Q e ) is the product of the standard climate forcing ( Q a ), calculated after thermal adjustment of the stratosphere, and the efficacy (E a ). It is the effective forcings that are used in the energy balance equation (Eq. 1), although both effective and standard forcings are carried through in the MAGICC code. Note that this parameterization yields slightly faster transient climate responses compared to an approach where different climate sensitivities are applied for each individual forcing agent (cf. Sect. A4.3 above).
In MAGICC, forcings for some components differ by hemisphere and over land and ocean. Just as for the global sensitivity, this, in combination with different land/ocean feedback factors, results in MAGICC6 exhibiting efficacies different from unity for non-CO 2 forcing agents. In other words, efficacies different from unity are in part a consequence of the geometric effect described above. MAGICC calculates these internal efficacies using reference year (default 2005) forcing patterns. After normalizing these forcing patterns to a global-mean of Q 2× (default 3.71 Wm −2 ), the internal efficacy can be determined as
where T eff2× is the actual global-mean equilibrium temperature change resulting from a normalized forcing pattern and T 2× is the corresponding warming for 2× CO 2 forcing, i.e., the climate sensitivity. For most forcing agents, these internal efficacies are very close to one, except for forcings with a strong land/ocean forcing contrast, such as aerosol forcings. For example, for direct aerosol forcing in the HadCM3 emulation (calibration III -see Table B3 ) the efficacy is 1.14. By default, these internal efficacies are taken into account when applying prescribed efficacies, so that:
A4.5 The upwelling-diffusion equations
The transient temperature change evolution is largely influenced by the climate system's inertia, which in turn depends on the nature of the heat uptake by the climate system. The transient energy balance equations can be written as:
where the adjustment factor α (default 1.2) determinesover ocean areas -the ratio of hemispheric changes in air ( T xO ) versus ocean mixed layer temperatures ( T xO,1 ). Based on ECHAM1/LSG analysis (Raper and Cubasch, 1996) , this sea-ice factor was first introduced by Raper et al. (2001) to account for the fact that the air temperature will exhibit additional warming, because the atmosphere feels warmer ocean surface temperatures where sea ice retreats. The bulk heat capacity of the mixed layer in each hemisphere x is f x ζ o =f x ρch m , where ρ denotes the density of seawater (1.026×10 6 g m −3 ), c is the specific heat capacity (0.
and h m is the mixed layer's thickness [m] . The bulk heat capacity of the land areas is f x ζ L , here assumed to be zero. The net heat flux into the ocean below the mixed layer is denoted by F x . Equation (A55) can then be written as:
Substituting T NL in Eq. (A54) yields:
Provided we know the heat flux F N into the ocean below the mixed layer, we could now derive d T NO,1 /dt. The net heat flux F N at the bottom of the mixed layer is determined by vertical heat diffusivity (diffusion coefficient K z [cm 2 s −1 =3155.76 −1 m 2 yr −1 ]), and upwelling and downwelling (upwelling velocity w [m yr −1 ]), both acting on the perturbations T from the initial temperature profile T 0 NO,z . If the upwelling rate w varies over time, the change in upwelling velocity w t =(w t −w 0 ) compared to its initial state w 0 is assumed to act on the initial temperature profile, so that:
where T 0 NO,z is the initial temperature for water in layer z or in the downwelling pipe (z = "sink").
Given that the top layer is assumed to be mixed, the gradient of the temperature perturbations is calculated by the difference of the perturbations divided by half the thickness h d of the second layer (see Fig. A2 ). Substituting F N in Eq. (A59) with Eq. (A60) and transforming the equation to discrete time steps, yields:
For the layers below the mixed layer (2≤z≤n-1), the temperature updating is governed by diffusion (first two terms in Eq. A62) and upwelling (last two terms), so that:
where h d is zero for the layer below the mixed layer (z=2) and h d otherwise, w t is the change from the initial upwelling rate. For the bottom layer (z = n), the downwelling term has to be taken into account, so that:
Corresponding to the temperature calculations shown here for the Northern Hemisphere ocean (NO), the equivalent steps apply for the Southern Hemisphere ocean (SO). For simplicity, the equations described above are for the constant-depth area profile case, which MAGICC defaults to when the depth-dependency factor ϑ is set to zero. The detailed code for the general case with 0≤ϑ≤1 is given in Sect. A5.
A4.6 Calculating heat uptake
Heat uptake by the climate system can be calculated in different ways. One method is to use the global energy balance (Eq. 1). Using the effective sensitivity as in Eq. (A45) the heat uptake F t is estimated as:
For verification purposes MAGICC6 calculates heat uptake in two ways, both directly (as above) and by integrating heat content changes in each layer in the ocean (yielding identical results), given the assumed zero heat capacity of the atmosphere and land areas:
where h i is the thickness of the layer, i.e., h m for the mixed layer and h d for the others and is a small term to account for the heat content of the polar sinking water. Harvey and Schneider (1985b,a) introduced the upwellingdiffusion model with entrainment from the polar sinking water by varying the upwelling velocity w with depth. Building on the work by Raper et al. (2001) , MAGICC6 also includes the option of a depth-dependent ocean area profile. If the depth-dependency parameter ϑ is set to 1 (default), a standard depth-dependent ocean area profile is assumed as in HadCM2 and used in Raper et al. (2001) . A constant upwelling velocity is assumed and mass conservation is maintained by "entrainment" from the downwelling pipe. With ocean area decreasing with depth and constant upwelling velocity, the upwelling mass flux would also have to decrease with depth. To offset this, the amount of entrainment into layer z is assumed to be proportional to the decrease in area from the top to the bottom of each layer (cf. Fig. A2 ). We differ from the model structures tested by Raper et al. (2001) , by equating changes in the temperature of the entraining water to those in the downwelling pipe, namely a fraction β (default 0.2) of the mixed layer temperature T t−1
A4.7 Depth-dependent ocean with entrainment
x,1 of the previous timestep in Hemisphere x. For a detailed description of the code, see the following Sect. A5. Simple upwellingdiffusion models can overestimate the ocean heat uptake for higher warming scenarios when applying parameter values calibrated to match heat uptake for lower warming scenarios (see e.g. Fig. 17b in Harvey et al., 1997) . To address this, MAGICC6 includes a warming-dependent vertical diffusivity gradient. The physical reasoning is that a strengthened thermal stratification and, hence, reduced vertical mixing leads to decreased heat uptake for higher warming. Thus, the effective vertical diffusivity at K z,i between ocean layer i and i+1 is given by:
where K z,min 0.1 cm 2 s −1 ); d i is the relative depth of the layer boundary with zero at the bottom of the mixed layer and one for the top of the bottom layer;
dT is a newly introduced ocean stratification coefficient specifying how the vertical diffusivity K z between the mixed layer 1 and layer 2 changes with a change in the temperature difference between the top/mixed and bottom ocean layer of the respective hemisphere at the previous timestep t−1 ( T t−1
A5 Implementation of upwelling-diffusion-entrainment equations
This section details how the equations governing the upwelling-diffusion-entrainment (UDE) ocean (Eqs. A62, A62, A63) are implemented and modified by entrainment terms and depth-dependent ocean area (see Fig. A2 ). These equations represent the core of the UDE model and build on the initial work by Hoffert et al. (1980); Harvey and Schneider (1985b,a) . The entrainment is here modeled so that the upwelling velocity in the main column is the same in each layer. Thus, the three area correction factors, θ top z , θ b z and θ dif z , applied below are:
where A z is the area at the top of layer z or bottom of layer z − 1 and the denominator is thus an approximation for the mean area of each ocean layer. For the mixed layer, all terms in Eq. (A62) involving T t+1 NO,1 are collected on the left hand side in variable A(1).
All terms involving T t+1
NO,2 are collected in variable B(1) on the left hand side. All other terms are held in variable D(1) on the right hand side, so that the equation reads: 
:feedback over land 
:land forcing
For the interior layers (2≤z≤n), i.e., all layers except the top mixed layer and the bottom layer, the terms are reordered, so that A(z) comprises the terms for T t+1 NO,z−1 , B(z) the terms for T t+1 NO,z , C(z) the terms for T t+1 NO,z+1 and D(z) the remaining terms, according to:
with AR4-AOGCM models: Fig. B1 . Comparison of global-mean surface temperature (rows 1 and 2), heat uptake (rows 3, 4), effective radiative forcing (rows 5, 6), the effective climate sensitivity (row 7) and the land-ocean warming ratio (8), between CMIP3 AOGCM models (dotted) and the calibrated MAGICC6 (solid) model (calibration III with "like-with-like" AOGCM specific forcing) from 1850 to 2100. Shown are the comparisons for the idealized CO 2 -only scenarios (1pctto2× and 1pctto4×) set to start in 1850 and the multi-forcing runs for the 20th century (20c3m), three SRES scenarios, and the commitment run. For the multi-gas scenarios, MAGICC is driven here by the AOGCM-specific subsets of forcing agents (see Table 2 ). AOGCM drift was removed by substracting the respective lowpass-filtered control run segments. Both the AOGCM and the MAGICC temperature outputs were lowpass-filtered using a low pass boundary of 0.05 cycle/yr and roughness constraint (Mann, 2004) . See following figures for the other CMIP3 AOGCMs emulations. Table B1 . b If available, the land area fractions were retrieved from the land area fraction for the pre-industrial control runs as given in the CMIP3 database. If not available, a standard land-sea mask has been used, as available for the land-sea mask function within NCL, the NCAR Command Language. 
